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Prologue 

After six years, back to school again. Although working for a couple of years gave me 

valuable experience and helped  me feel the theoretical problem better, but when you back 

to academic society again without salary and become a simple student again ,adopting with  

new Environment specially abroad in the beginning brought some problem.  

I am travel Freak and spend most of my money in trips. Go to the travel agencies, search 

several web pages in order to find cheapest seat flight and then try to find easiest way to 

sleep at night. 

One night after the class I was coming back from Kista, suddenly an idea triggered my 

mind. What if a sudden occasion happens? What about Business guys? What the 

bourgeoisie do for their Christmas travel plan? Do they also pay attention to the prices? 

How long visa issue process take if an African wants to come to Europe? 

Of course not, I said to myself. In these situations they prefer faster or higher quality 

services. The next question is do they have enough time to arrange a full suitable package 

for themselves? 

Tomorrow morning I woke up and directly went to computer desk and tried to yearn a 

complete travel package for myself but not as a student, this time as CEO of a well-known 

company with full of money in pocket. I found luxury cruiser from Malaysia to Singapore, 

six star hotels in Manhattan NY, and business class seat from London to Toronto and so on; 

for going to some countries I had to postpone my journey because visa would be ready 

after a while. Finally I could collect and gather all the information. Then I looked at clock it 

was 4 PM. I missed the lecture that day but understood that” Rich Money Poor Time” 

passengers don’t have enough time to handle their trip schedule like me. So they have to 

consult an agency, but will the agency offer them best option? 

I said it is Scandal and I will find the most complete solution for passenger without 

concerning their type. My solution must cover all desires; it should have cheap price 

packages and the other hand cheap time one. 
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I propose the topic to my supervisor. He accepted my idea and persuaded me to focus on 

Iran’s tourism industry and finding the conclusion for that region. But later, we decided to 

change the platform to do it in general because of some problems in Iran. 

In the following sections I try to propose a standard IT solution for tourism industry and 

all aspect around it. 
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Abstract 
Who can ignore the impact of technology in different industries in 21

st
 century? Various 

types of online tourism services have been offered by several firms who claim their 

services will be more accurate, more sufficient and better than traditional agencies’ offers. 

In this work, an investigation of a Tourism Information system will show how online 

services can bring value for each stakeholder in the firm and for others who interact with 

the e-tourism form. 

Data collection strategy for this work was survey and methods for data collection, 

included interviews and questionnaires. 

“Kano’s method” which shows how can bring “WOW “to the customer by adding 

unexpected features and make her satisfy by increasing her satisfaction. This work focused 

on IT’s impact to the current situation of the tourism industry in order to improve 

customers’ satisfaction. Optimized TIS
1
 may involve changes across many parts of a firm. 

In order to determine these factors, data collection using surveys of tourism experts in firm 

is needed. A complementary source of data includes literature, articles, and tourism 

brochure.  

Finally the collected data, analyses by Factor-Analysis method and the result of analyzed 

data shows the main factors of client satisfaction are convenience, specialization, 

accessibility and web design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Tourism Information System 
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1. Introduction 
 

E stands for everything. The modern and technological world makes everything 

available through the internet channel. It is common Place for customers to purchase their 

favorite Athlete’s shirt from net by just a click, reserve a seat from different travel 

agencies, book a hotel and pay bills through the net. Cyber nets makes it possible to talk 

and share travel experiences, find favorite cuisine in the other side of the world.  

The shopping style of the late twentieth century has been changed to “Self Service Style”, 

nowadays people prefer to see, choose and buy their production or services by online 

Medias. 

Globalization increases through worldwide network by using IT
1
. One of the areas, which 

people are enthusiastic, is travel and spending time in different places. Various climates, 

different cultures, wonderful monuments, amazing museums and heritage sightseeing 

annually bring large numbers of people from one side of the world to the other side. But do 

online services work better? Can mobility and online services provide better services? 

”E staffs can provide faster but not usually better service” (Esposito, 2006). This comes 

about because in some cases customers will face with unexpected failures during online 

services. Missed or delayed delivery, non-confirmed vouchers are just some examples of 

faster but not better services. 

The number of tourists grows day by day. In parallel, the number of service providers 

increases in order to offer better service. This competitive attitude in the supply side raises 

the costumers’ expectations; and to catch customers, they have to offer novel solutions.    

This academic research will try to suggest and find the new perspective toward tourism 

industry and find the benefits which customers get from that. 

                                                 
1
 Information Technology 
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On one side different types of passengers as costumers, from the other side, businesses 

like hotels, Airlines, travel agencies, governments, Doctors and etc. can make advantage by 

developed IT Standards in E-tourism Industry. 

So the impact of tourism is undeniable and the covered region by this industry is vast; so 

improvement in each part of it is essential.  

1.1 Background 

Tourism has a crucial role within the economy. One in every nine worldwide employees 

works in the hospitality and tourist Industry (DCT international hotel & business 

management school, Switzerland 2006). In Europe, the tourism sector employs around 7 

million people directly, which accounts for 5 % of total employment. Almost three times as 

many are involved indirectly through business connections with other related production 

and service sectors (tourism preparatory action European destination of excellence, 2006) 

For 2020 the WTO (World Tourism Organization) forecasts about 1.56 billion 

international arrivals; in Europe nearly 717 million cross border tourists are expected to 

visit Europe by 2020. (WTO, 2006)  

The tourism industry provides more than 198 million job opportunities (WTTC, 2002)
1
. 

Travel starts when the tourist look for different possible services such as flights, 

accommodation, car rental and etc. then continues in new stage, which starts from 

departure and through the journey up to first arrival. And last stage of tourism industry is 

the couple of services, which offers towards customer after trip. 

E-tourism began after 50’s when CRS 
2
applied by airlines were transformed into global 

Distribution system (GDSs) in 80’s; after which hotel property management system 

(PMSs) and hotel CRS applications added (Xiaoqiu ma, 2003). 

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) forecasts that international tourism will 

continue growing at an average annual rate of 4 %. By 2020 Europe will remain the most 

popular destination, but its share will drop from 60 % in 1995 to 46 %.( Long-haul will) 

                                                 
1
 World Travel and Tourist  Council 

2
 Computer reservation system  
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grow slightly faster than intraregional travel and by 2020 its share will increase from 18 % 

in 1995 to 24 %. (James Cook University, 2006) 

Figure 1 shows the market growth. 

 

Figure 1.Market growth vision 2020 (World Tourism Organization, 2006). 

 

The number of tourists in 2006 was 842 million people which shows a 4.5% increase 

from the previous year. It could be more, but some obstacles have influenced the rate of 

travel like Israel and Lebanon war, terrorism attacks in Atlantic sea, avian flu and oil price 

(Frangialli, , 2006). Travel related services are on the top of the list of the products/services 

purchased online. In fact on-line travel sales are more than $29 billion. However, this 

amount still represents only 10 percent of all travel sold. Most upscale travelers still rely on 

traditional travel agents (Bush, 2003). One study showed that almost 70 percent of Internet 

users have visited a travel-related site. The most popular sites are any airline site (82%); 

any hotel site (61%); Travelocity.com (51%); any car rental site (42%); Expedia.com 

(35%);ITN.com (15%); Previewtravel.com (14%), and Travel.epicurious.com (10%). 

(Karakaya and Charlton, 2000). 

 After the Internet invention, new types of tourist were born. One example is armchair 

tourists, who can sit in front of computer and engage in sightseeing. Another example is 

gambling tourists, who can meet friends on the Internet and play poker in virtual Las Vegas 

Recently, even space tourism has shown to be possible and the demand for booking tickets 

in spaceships has increased dramatically.  
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Figure 2. Anousheh Ansari, the first space tourist. (Ansari, 2007) 

Modern tourists need something more than reservations and pre-trip information. Web 

sites and the Internet can only intermediate between service providers and customers. 

Although tourism websites date from the previous decade, they still need to improve and 

measure for this improvement. 

1.2 Definition: What is E-tourism? 

 

There are different definitions for e-tourism. Some look at it as hospitality and providing 

comfortable and convince place for tourists, while others consider it as LBS
1
.For example, 

by using a tourist's geographical position, it is possible to offer him/her the attractions 

relevant to the location context of the tourist. 

 “CRUMPET” is one of the examples which mean: “Creation of User friendly mobile 

service, PErsonalized for Tourism”. Here is a subset of possible applications of LBS 

relevant to tourism, taken from the OpenLS Initiative (OpenLS, 2000) 

- Traffic Information, e.g., there is a traffic queue ahead, turn right on the A3. 

-  Law Enforcement, e.g., “what is the speed limit on this road where I am at?” 

- Location-Based Billing, e.g., free calls on your phone, in a particular location 

- Leisure Information, e.g., “How do we get to the Jazz Club tonight from here?” 

- Road Service Information, e.g., “Where is the nearest petrol station?” 

                                                 
1
 Location Base Service 
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- Directions, e.g., “I'm lost, where is nearest Metro station?” 

- Vehicle Navigation, e.g., “how do I get back to the Interstate from here?” 

Another group relates it to government and believes it is online services on behalf of 

government. “It provides a tool for communication between tourism suppliers, 

intermediaries, as well as end-consumers.”(Kim, 2004) 

Tourism can be defined as “a conglomerate of all those individuals and organizations that 

are involved in the production, distribution and consumption of travel and tourism 

products” (Jones, 1998). 

“E-tourism is new way of doing business. It is fast communications, global accessibility 

and minimal cost for business going online” (Scottish Parliament, 2002) 

The tourism industry has tangible and intangible characters. Some of tangible elements 

are transportation, accommodation, reservations and other components of a hospitality 

industry.  Intangible elements are the factors that motivate a tourist, for example rest, 

relaxation,  opportunity of meeting new people and discover other cultures, or in general 

something different from common life. 

This thesis uses a definition of this industry that is more general than the previous one.  
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Figure 3.Panoramic view of e tourism  

 

As figure 3 shows, E-tourism consists of all electronic services, using the internet, 

computers and other electronic tools to a passenger in order to facilitate his or her travel as 

much easy as possible at lower cost with higher quality  .process includes more information 

and needs less time compared with traditional, non-online services. Service will start before 

travel, then goes through the trip and can continue after travel.  

How nice it will be if A to Z of journey is pre-defined before take-off! The nature of E-

tourism Services is intangibility, meaning that in many cases necessary components of the 

services are not obvious or sometimes neglected. Accurate vision is needed to trace all the 

services from starting point to the end point. 

Services can be categorized into 3 major divisions: The first type is the Informational 

Services like hotel information, flight schedules. The second type includes the 

Communication Services like email and the third category isTransactional Services e.g. 
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credit card payments or reservations. In panoramic view, e-tourism resembles an umbrella 

which covers different areas including all three types of services.  

 

1.3 Purpose 

Current E-tourism solutions should be improved to be more competitive as compare to 

agency based tourism services. The purpose of this work is to contribute to a more efficient 

solution that using existing platforms in order to facilitate better services toward tourism 

clients. Integrated tourist IS reaches faster and easier access to costumers’ aim. SWOT 

analysis will be used in this thesis to get the ways which can meet the consumers’ need. 

Characteristics of tourist who surf the websites can explain the factors which cause 

satisfaction. Finally the potential impact of E-tourism on the tourism industry in terms of 

customer satisfaction can be introduced as purposes of this work. This aim can be the 

delivery of service or production. Services can be used in academic framework like 

hospitality and knowledge management courses, business way like e-commerce and 

reservation by hotels and travel agencies or public issues like e-government. figure 4 shows 

different criteria which e-tourism can be applied. 

 

 

Figure 4.Areas of usage  

1.4 Research Question 

 

An overall goal of this work is clarified as: what are the requirements for improving E-

tourism information systems in terms of customers’ satisfaction. 

Actually we need to find the gaps which still exist and see how can overcome the lakes 

and make better solution for tourists. To reach the requirements, take a look at: how is IT 

applied for e-tourism frame work? Then from this frame, see what gaps are recognized? 
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Gaps, will lead us to recognize which factors should be added to available tourism 

information systems in order to improve customer satisfaction?  And finally what is the 

solution including these factors that overcome potential obstacles and increase the level of 

satisfaction among consumers? 

Regarding actual attribute they have and see how clients can get benefit from integrated 

IS model by applying the satisfaction factors. 

 

Figure5 Road map to answer the research question 

1.5 Potential Benefits 

This work will show us, the main trends of future e-tourism industry. The critical factors 

which should be added to current information systems. If we find the customers’ 

satisfaction factor and make the situation better than existence situation, then not only the 

clients can enjoy from their purchasing, but also the suppliers can get more benefit by 

adding value and increasing consumers’ satisfaction.   
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2. Literature review 
 

The tourism business is a network of inter related businesses and group of people who are 

working in different sub divisions, But the position of activities can change in order to 

reconstruct and integration of core activities. 

 E tourism needs more development. As Horrillo says: “Up to now the tourist firm has 

rather focused on the more internal processes, that is, in how the service is given rather 

than in finding out what consumers will buy […] and what inter business processes would 

allow them to fulfill the demand” (Horrillo, 2001).Visit Britain.com is one well 

implemented samples of a new website generation which targets large segments of demand 

according to market demands. 

Another issue is cooperation not only with traditional partners but also with new 

technological partners. Travel24.com for instance has its old partners for car rental and also 

introduces Deutsche Telekom and BP (British Petrol) as its partners in telecom and service 

delivery. 

Suppliers also should participate in usage of ICT for tourism industry. It doesn’t mean 

providing a home page to introduce their production; it means the tourists expect to use the 

online services by supplier’s web channels like Ryanair.com which relies on online 

distribution. In B2C case, user friendly and interface guidelines is necessary from suppliers. 

Eco- tourists
1
plan their trip by themselves; they prefer more often and short journeys. 

They know where they are going, and want to know aspects about the culture of at their 

destination. The market changes to that of a demand market. The result is more 

understanding, for cultural and environmental aspects of a destination, where mass-Socio
2
- 

tourists are concerned more about information from suppliers and a market shifted to the 

supplier market. 

The key factor in the question of “success” seems to lie in the effective management of 

“activities of public sector tourism promotion and the sales activity of the private sector. 

                                                 
1
 sustainable tourism which has minimal impact on the environment(www.wikipedia.org) 

2
 Social: general type of travelers 
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Therefore an effective partnership between the public and private sector must be identified” 

(Mistilis and Daniele, 2001) 

in the paper “The impact of the internet on travel agencies” pointed out that tourists still 

use professional services and advice offered by travel agencies. They agreed that more 

information is available and suggest that both online and traditional distributional channels 

can coexist in the future. (Law et al, 2004) 

“Electronic business in tourism” shows the changes from deploying ICT has, brought 

threat and opportunities. (Gratzer et al, 2004) 

  

 

Figure 6.evolution of tourism industry (Choi et al, 1997) 
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2.1 Different aspects of E-Tourism 

This section explains about subdivisions of e-tourism. Later the execution effect of 

foregoing subdivisions in the Final spectrum will be shown. 

E-Ticket can provide the electronic tickets for air, train or bus travel via internet 

E-Hospitality provides a wide range of accommodation such as hotels, hostels and B&Bs 

information, reservations and communication is possible via Electronic devices. 

E-Government provides relevant governmental services to travellers using web pages. 

Examples can be obtaining a visa, passport applications, and many other services by 

government to the public. 

E-health can link health care records and information for the benefit on a traveller, 

including health risk assessment for travelling in specific areas. 

 E-Learning, people can talk with each other and learn about other’s experiences and 

share their photos from recent travels, Weather information and visa requirements, are 

some samples of discussions in conferencing systems. 

E-food the recipe, menu and prices of many restaurants are available in the net so you can 

choose and order your favorite meal before departure. 

E-entertainment ticket of theater, opera, Boat and other entertainments are available just 

go to their site and click, then get you ticket at your door. 

E-business some of the services can be between companies for example the travel 

agencies can cooperate with hotels and airlines and other booking services.  

CRM
1
: working directly with major suppliers, tourists can manage travel logistics by 

themselves. CRM builds a trustful relation between customer and suppliers. The more 

suppliers know about consumer’s demands, the more can provide and customized her 

service.  

                                                 
1
 Customer Relation Management 
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E-Marketing User-centric design of services is a key point of success in market 

competition. The efficient combination of information and transaction services is very 

important to the acceptance a service.  

Infrastructures for most of the parts like hotel and ticket reservation are available, but 

segmented in the market, it is necessary to enhance existing offerings. 

By now we monitor different aspects from supplier and consumer sides. A new platform 

must satisfy both Supplier and consumer. It depends on what kind of strategy we follow: 

provider centric or customer centric. The other point of view is a resort centric view which 

focuses on a specific travel business, for example Disney resorts. 

 Customer centric view was chosen in this work. Customers are mainly in two types, first 

who will call     ” less money, more Time” for instance students who looking for cheap 

travel packages. The second group “less Time more money” e.g. business traveler without 

more than 2 days for going for conference and coming back. Figure 6 shows the different 

type of service in each segment. 

 

Figure 7.Different Market segments of e-tourism  
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Although most of these services are available, they must be integrated and standardized in 

order to meet the clients’ exact needs. 

Customization Based on a customer's profile, which is created from his past purchases, 

determines customer's preferences and proposes suitable alternatives, for example non-

smoking hotel rooms, Low fair flight, interesting sport event etc. At the same time the 

service provider also receives an advantage for competition by personalizing service 

offerings. 

The other thing which seems missing in e-tourism enterprises is that it should be pro-

active. The supplier shouldn’t wait for the customer to choose their service, to enhance it 

by intellectual offer from providers. For instance sport activities like world cup or Olympic 

Games is a great opportunity for customers interested in sport packages. So the firm 

includes different type of stakeholders, and customer centric view of this work tries to 

detect the satisfaction requirements for different types of the customers. 

2.2 E-Tourism Ontology 

 

The Ontology enhances semantics by providing richer relationships between the terms of 

a vocabulary .the three major uses of ontologies are: To assist in communication between 

humans, to achieve interoperability and communication among software systems, and to 

improve the design and the quality of software systems. (Cardoso and Sheth, 2006)  

Websites also need well defined semantic relationships with customers, in order to fulfill 

their needs. As explained before, the tourism industry has different stages: pre-travel, 

during-journey and after-trip. Some essential issues in each phase- illustrates in figure 

below  
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Figure 8 E-tourism Ontology 

  

 

For a Number of services, attraction and validation of information brings motivates the 

customer to use the website. The motivation concept is classified as two forces, which 

indicate that customers travel because of being pushed and pulled to do so by some forces 

(Dann, 1981).others believe that forces show how people are pushed by motivation 

variables into making travel decisions and how they are pulled by destination attractions. 

So push motivation which is internal, depends on tourist preferences and pulled motivation, 

which is external depend on destination attractions. (Uysal and Hagan ,1997) 

This concept shows that both customer preferences and destination attraction must be 

applied.  

After motivation the user will enter trusted information such as credit card numbers and 

personal information. Chen and Dhillon (2003), believe on line trust has different sources. 

Five relative exclusive sources of trust are: consumer characteristic-based trust, website 

characteristic-based trust, calculus-based trust, institution-based trust, and knowledge-

based trust.  
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Individual’s characteristics are regarded as first source of trust. Characteristics of a travel 

site significantly can have influence on clients’ trust. Calculation of costumer about cost 

and benefits of online purchasing is the other source of trust. Trustful infrastructure 

implementation can deeply effect on consumer’s level of trust. User’s information and 

knowledge and familiarity about online travel site are the other source of trust.   

Beside the above sources, factors such as reputation, firm size, and number of years that a 

firm has been in business are important issues that can help a consumer form initial trust in 

a company (Lewichi and Bunker, 1995). 

By now the first stage has passed and the customer has agreed to use the online services. 

During the trip online services should be available and provided according to standards 

which are expected. If successful, customer satisfaction will be high, resulting in continued 

usage of online services. Satisfaction is crucial point in business; satisfaction will bring 

loyalty and acquisition that is the aim of goal strategy like increasing the number of tourist 

and revenues (Akama et al, 2002). Customer loyalty can lead to higher profitability (Rust 

and Zahorik ,1993). 

After having gained the trust of the customer, it becomes easier to offer further services 

and suggest some offers in the future. This cycle never finishes after the trip and the loop 

will start again. 

It is necessary to explain that pro activity in the after trip stage is related to CRM. When 

somebody becomes the costumer then vender legally can have personal information of 

client and offer new packages in future. Pro activity can happen in first step in the form of 

advertising in order to motivate customer. So the meaning of offers in the first phase is 

advertisement which is related to marketing and before sale issues and pro activity which 

allow supplier to have personal information for further purchasing is something else and 

related to CRM. 
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Figure9.Conceptualization of online relational usability dimensions 

2.3 Stakeholders 

This chapter introduces the stakeholders who entire in this firm. SCM
1
of E-tourism needs 

an accurate glance at different parts of industry from supplier to end user. This work 

focuses on customer side and introduces a roadmap of supplier side for future works. 

Suppliers are who provide the services such as hotels, Airlines, banks and Government. 

The customer can choose among various channels to contact suppliers. In this context, 

competition for suppliers is changing from a product oriented to a channel oriented one, 

and access to channels becomes critical (Werthner and Klein, 1999). So quality of access 

plays a decisive role. Moreover, suppliers should offer personalized offers more than 

standardized products to well identified consumers. 

The objectives of suppliers are different. For B2C suppliers, customer orientation and user 

friendliness of the interface is essential. For example it is very good to have a well-

designed and easily searchable webpage. On the other hand for B2B suppliers, integrated 

and fast transaction is important; like money payment by credit card. After suppliers, then 

it is intermediates like agencies turn to stream line and personalizes the service for 

customers. Their business involves food, accommodation, ticket reservation, car rental, 

insurance and arrange personal package travel for tourists. 

                                                 
1
 Supply Chain Management 
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Some government tourism organizations also act as intermediaries; distributing 

Information and brochures in their region on behalf of tourism suppliers. Their role is to 

facilitate the purchasing process. As such, tourism suppliers must provide each one of these 

intermediaries with information in an appropriate format to assist them in the sales process. 

(Peter O’Connor, 1999) 

Finally the customer is target point of E-tourism industry. How the customer acquires the 

service directly from Supplier or through the channel of intermediary depends on time 

pressure. End users or tourists can be divided into three different types (Millar, 1997), First 

the passenger seeking for flight, hotel and ticket form one city to another, second type are 

travel professionals who seeking information to advise to clients, and finally a group who 

has emigrated from the region and uses information to keep in touch with their friends or 

promotional brochure. Figure 11 shows different stakeholders in tourism chart.  
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Figure10 Schema of stakeholders (O'Connor, 1999) 

 

Traditional transactions were based on profiles. It was huge amount of document archive, 

time consuming and static. After each change, a profile needed to be updated by hand and 

to generate a new profile took time for service providers. .Frequent changes like currency 

exchange or available airline seats made it almost impossible to have a dynamic situation. 

The flow between user, intermediaries and suppliers must be fast and accurate. 

Tourists may contact suppliers directly but they usually rely on professional service 

providers who may work for tourism promoters like agencies, tourist boards; or work 

independently. These intermediaries can help customers to find cost effective packages and 

in the same time they add value to suppliers by variety of distribution channels. They 

provide information about types and availability of different service offers, contact with 
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current and potential customers, make reservation or booking in large quantities and resell 

them gradually. 

The role of suppliers is to providing reservations, tickets, transportation or 

accommodation. They can work independently or cooperate with other suppliers in order to 

attract tourists. For example transportation companies can have agreement for accepting the 

same ticket for bus, train and cruise ship. 

The amount of cooperation between suppliers depends on the factors such as culture, 

politics, economy or government 

 
 

 

Figure 11.Integrated Tourism model (Cook et al, 1997) 
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Figure 12. Stakeholders in business model of e-tourism (Buhalis, 1996) 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Trends 

Client Trends 

In order to improve E-tourism industry, first we should look at tourist itself and secondly 

look at Information Technology and future trends which influence the firm. Some of these 

trends are:  

 Future tourist looking for multi-media travel information 

 growing share of people in industrialized e-society demands for more e-

services 
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 ‘Less time’- ‘more money’ will increase gradually and demand of short time 

holidays will be more and more, in order to release work’s pressures. 

 ICT provides a test trip before departure by online cameras, movies and 

pictures 

 More personalized and special offers will be demanded. 

 Issuing the ticket can be just confirmation code by e-mail or SMS to mobile 

phones 

Suppliers Trends 

The list below shows the impact of e-tourism on suppliers: 

 Supporting system and control of customer’s procedures will change by 

using the internet and keeping their profiles in databases instead of shelves in 

agencies. 

 Direct on-line reservation by customer will increase the market share of 

customers. 

 Co relation between most tourist organizations via internet and intranets 

 Combination and partnership between service providers in order to fulfill 

clients’ demands. 

 Tourism regions have to focus more on marketing and ‘brand awareness’ 

 Need of establishing central data base to cover all individuals demands 

 

Technology trends 

 Integrity and authorization: password and digital signature through 

complicate cryptographic algorithms provides a secure way of payment. 

 Confidentiality: restricted rules to identify the partner’s involvement, 

amount knowledge transformation. 

 Availability and reliability: everybody has ability to get information and 

doing transaction when ever want and from where ever.  
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 Popularity: possibility of distribution via different channels makes the 

internet as popular media 

 Accuracy: powerful search engines makes online offers accurate and reason 

able 

 Personalization and individualization: user profiles and communities give 

the possibility to keep specific offers for individual and bring clients’ involvement. 

2.5 Environmental analysis: Porter’s Five Forces 

Michael E. Porter Introduced his Model which has become an important tool for 

analyzing an organizations industry structure in strategic processes. According to Porter’s 

model competitive strategy should base on opportunities and threats in the organizations 

external environment and finding out industry structures and the way they change. Porter 

believes five competitive forces, shape every industry. By information which derived from 

the Five Forces Analysis, management can decide how to influence or to exploit particular 

characteristics of their industry. 

1. Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

'Suppliers' says all sources as inputs which are necessary in order to provide product or 

services. Supplier bargaining power is high when the Market dominates by a few large 

suppliers rather than a fragmented source of Supply, therefore substitution for the particular 

input is rare. In the other hand, the switching costs from one supplier to another are high. In 

order to get higher profit and margins, there is the possibility of supplier integration. It is 

efficient when the buying industry has a higher profitability than the supplying industry. 

In such situations, the buying industry can highly affected by supplier on margins. The 

relationship to powerful suppliers can potentially reduce strategic options for the 

organization. for instance renting a charter flight from airline or reserve a hotel for specific 

event like conferences or group travels, make contract with government for issuing tourist 

visa on behalf of them, accepting various credit cards  are some examples of suppliers 

integration.  Power full supplier is who concentrated, or has power full buyer. Weak 

supplier is who has many competitors, has standardized product, has concentrated customer 

or has weak customer. (Nysveen, 2005) 

2. Bargaining Power of Customers 
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Bargaining power of customers determines how much pressure customers can push on 

margins. Customers bargaining power is high when they can buy high volume.If in the 

firm, there are many suppliers but few buyers, and then the buyer sets the price.  It happens 

when supplying industry operates with high fixed costs, the product is not differentiated 

and can be replaced easily by substitutes, switching cost and possibility to another product 

is low. 

It can happen when customers have low margins, they could produce the Product 

themselves, the product is not importance for the customer, the Customer knows about the 

production costs. Thousands of Webpages with a lot of low price offers give this authority 

to customer to handle his plan and in case of dissatisfaction switch quickly to another 

vender. Who is power full buyer? The answer is concentrated customer who is very hard 

to change her mind. Buyer will try to find standardized production. 

3. Threat of New Entrants 

Srivihok and Sukonmanee (2003), believe, the competition in future is higher; it is easier 

for companies to enter this industry. New entrants could change major determinants of the 

market environment like market shares, prices, promotion, place, and customer loyalty. 

There is always reaction and adjustment for existing players in this industry. 

The threat of new rivals depends on typically economies of scale; some important issue 

must be concerned by new entrances; minimum size requirements for profitable operations,  

initial investments and fixed costs are high, brand awareness from customers, protecting 

properties like patents, licenses etc., keeping important resources, e.g. expert staff, raw 

materials access way is under existing players’ control, distribution channels are also 

controlled by existing players, close customer relations from existing firms like long-term 

service contracts, high switching costs for customers and Legislation and government 

action. 

The nature of this business is in a way which every firm can comes and exit in that. One of 

the most important factors to enter the firm is market adjustment to firm. For instance if 

profit increases in industry, the number of firms which enter to industry will increase in 

order to take advantages in market. When the profitability declines in industry, number of 

firms that exit from market to keep the balance will increase. So if a company tries to keep 

low price to avoid others inter to market it is entry-deterring pricing.  

These barriers can have different sources. 
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 Government 

 Patents: different ideas between patents of firm 

 Asset specificity 

Table below can show some industry’s entry and exit barriers: 

Easy Enter: 

 Common technology 

 Little brand franchise 

 Access to distribution channels 

Difficult enter: 

 Difficulty in brand switching 

 Restricted distribution channels 

 High scale threshold 

Easy Exit 

 Saleable asset 

 Low exit costs 

 Independent businesses 

Difficult to Exit 

 Specialized assets 

 High exit cost 

 Interrelated business 

 

4. Threat of Substitutes 

The substitution from customer happens when they find alternative products in lower 

prices, with better performance parameters for the same purpose; customer will probably 

want to change vendor. Find better way to get their desired product.It will reduce the 

potential sales volume for existing players. Similarly like threat of new entrants, some 

factors like brand loyalty, customer relationships, switching costs for customers, control 

price according to performance, distribution channels should be mentioned here. 

5. Competitive Rivalry between Existing Players 

Competition between existing companies describes this force. The subject of competition is 

price, margin, quality, delivery time, and finally customers’ satisfaction. Competition is 
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high when there are numbers of companies in same size, with similar strategy and produce 

similar service, hence there is low rate for market growth and barriers for exit are high. In 

general some reasons for Rivalry are: 

 Huge number of firms 

 Slow market growth  doesn’t let the improve revenues 

 high fixed costs 

 high storage cost 

 low switching costs from customer 

 low level of product differentiation 

 high Exist barriers 

  

In order to overcome exist or potential rivals these movements can be useful. 

1. Changing and lowering price to get temporary advantages 

2. Improve production differentiation such as: appearance, adding features, keep 

innovation ideas in future 

3. Appeal for channels of distribution. 

4. Close relation to supplier to control Quality and price and  be aware of your 

knowledge sharing among competitors .(Srivihok and Pisit, 2003) 

 
Figure 13.porter’s 5 forces for e-tourism  
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This chapter replies how new form of tourism industry can bring benefit for Customers 

and how can improve their satisfaction by using online services. It doesn’t mean that e-

tourism is a rival for agencies because they also can get benefit by using online services. 

Moreover it will explain which methods, techniques and tools will be implemented 

concerning this research. 

2.6 Internal Analysis: SWOT OF Tourism Industry 

SWOT 
1
is an analytical and strategic planning tool often used in a participatory planning 

approach. ( Zwaenepoel). SWOT is based on current situation and trends. The outputs of a 

SWOT analysis, gives an overall view of understanding the situation and reality. It will 

indicate future’s schema and strategy for further planning. Its internal situation describes 

exist strengths and weaknesses in the firm and secondly, External indicator describes 

threats and potential opportunity in the firm. 

Strength  

It is internal property of firm which introduces how, technology, motivation, innovation, 

financial and other available tools can help to make advantage from opportunities and fight 

off threats. 

Huge number of heritage attraction, different type of climates, everything to offer from 

cultural trip to adventure type from mountain to beach and totally wide scope of offers, 

rapid transportation, different festivals and  events, easy payment by credit cards. 

Weakness 

Weakness is an internal condition which endangers the competitive position of a region or 

hampers the exploitation of opportunities (Zwaenepoel, 1996). 

Some of general weaknesses in this industry can listed like, safety and security, 

complicated appearance with some Webpages, lack of standard in offers, for instance some 

pages offer the price in US$ and some in Euro and some in local currency, some indicate 

                                                 
1
 SWOT stands for: strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat 
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the distances with metric system but some use non metric measures like Mile for distance 

between cities or Fahrenheit instead of centigrade for weather, lack of local language for 

reservation. Some users still prefer travel agency, afraid of entering personal data like 

credit card number, afraid of making mistake during usage, internet speed is low or cost is 

high in some places, not familiar with internet searching, most of the people work with 

computer in their offices and home computers are used by younger generation who has less 

buying power. 

Opportunity 

It is an external characteristic which is demanded by region or firm and is the key to 

overcome in competition. 

In case of tourism industry, development of ICT, hard working days and need of 

relaxation, immediate or conferences or international meeting, increase of travel interest, 

globalization of business, competition between service providers and direct flight to several 

countries 

Threat 

Threat is an unfavorable trend or any external circumstance which will have 

negative influence on business like terrorist attacks, economical threat like unstable 

condition of some destination, raise and fall of oil price and dependency of tourist and 

tourist agencies to the price fluctuations, political problem between some countries, 

natural disasters like tsunami in Thailand which decreased the number of tourist in 

2006 because it happened once before. There is risk with online purchasing because 

agency sells the package contains flight, airport peak up and accommodation in the 

other hand by online service the passenger choose each element by herself and it is 

difficult for handicaps who prefer service from home door to hotel door and ordinary 

people who have problem with different languages.  
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 Strengths Weaknesses 

In  Huge number of heritage attraction  

 Different type of climates 

 Variety of offers (service quantity) 

 Usage of internet 

 Service quality 

 Service Speed 

 Comparing the prices 

 

 lack of standards 

 Lack of job opportunities 

 Level of trust in reveling private 

information  (safety and security) 

 lack of personalization 

 limited Target group 

 e-shopping is not popular yet 

 poor coordination of travel companies 

 complexity of combined packages 

 

Out  Development of ICT 

 Competition between service 

providers 

 Globalization 

 Increase of interest  

 Economic improvement 

 Direct Flights 

 International contracts  

 Terrorist attacks  

 Unstable economic conditions 

 political problem between countries 

 Natural disasters 

 Offer a Complete package by agency 

 

 Opportunities Threats 

Table 1.SWOT analysis of E-tourism 

Method is the way of solving problem and finding new knowledge, but before finding the 

way, we have to collect data. There are different ways of data collection like: search of 

literature, talking with experts and interview with focus groups (Martinson, 2005)   

 

2.7 Requirements 

One face of the artifact is value which brings attraction for customer, the flip side of the 

coin is quality that encourages customers to use this attraction and the last but not the least 

is innovation which is the coin itself, this is the point that differentiates you from rivals. 
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Look at the customer in general form (all the stakeholders mentioned above), it will be 

seen that enormous number of people get advantage from valuable, qualified innovation. A 

complete model not only covers the customers’ common needs but also can predict and 

solve future forthcoming demands. 

Kano model shows three different types of customers’ needs and expectation. Missing of 

each type will end us to non-profitable situation. The vertical axis subjectively shows 

satisfaction level, where very satisfy is in top and dissatisfy is in bottom. The horizontal 

axis says, objectively, how much expectation was executed; right side shows well done 

needs, and in the left indicates the needs which have done not at all. 

Kano divides customer needs to three major types. 

 

 

Figure 14.Kano's different needs (Kano, 1980) 

The first kind of need is “Performance need” which has main role in customers’ decision 

to evaluate a service or buy a production. These needs are easy to understand because 

customer directly poses it. Performance needs covers area from dissatisfaction to full 

satisfaction for instance if the checking time in hotel reservation takes one hour the 
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customer is dissatisfied, 5 to 15 minute is in middle and immediate check in, delighting the 

passenger. 

Second type is “basic need” which customer usually don’t thing much on it. Existence of 

this need doesn’t give satisfaction but lack of it harshly brings dissatisfaction. For example 

Taxi driver picks you from airport to hotel. It is pleasure to reach the hotel but mislead of 

driver when takes you to another hotel is disgusted.  

Third and most fascinate is “Excitement need” which must be discovered and turned to 

function or features. Here is the point that brings “wow” to customer and differentiates you 

from competitors and expands your margin. It links somehow to emotions and can make 

positive effect to customer, suppose in hotel the reception provide your favorable food 

from outside and serve it in your room or hotel’s restaurant. 

(Kano, 1997), shows that, a company needs two parallel strategies; one is downsizing by 

streamlining the business objectives and reduce the costs.it can lead the business toward 

company with no employee. As much as you reduce the number of human resources, you 

need more E-services. From the other side, upsizing by growth and penetration to potential 

business opportunities. It is important that the growth of business must meet the 

consumers’ needs and should increase the level of customer satisfaction. 

Aristotle and Locke (1997), measure the satisfaction by the level of service quality. From 

this point of view, in some cases, high level of service quality causes high amount of 

satisfaction. The other zone is, “neutrality”, where the absence or insufficient service does 

not cause the consumer either dissatisfaction or satisfaction. “Expected” or “must -be” 

quality, indicate the situation which, the lack of service quality shows consumer 

dissatisfaction but the existences of quality doesn’t mean satisfaction. 
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Figure15  Relationship between customer perception and Service Attribute (Kano, 1997) 

When the new products or services are developed, it does not mean that new product can 

sell better than existing product. In order to get better result from new product, we need to 

add attractive quality elements by improving customer satisfaction or adding new quality 

elements .now the question is how attractive quality is made? 

The important point in dealing with the need is that how needs change over time and the 

solution for satisfaction must be dynamic and flexible. WLAN service in lobby was 

incredible in previous decade but today it is common and in future it is something to claim. 

In order to overcome needs of customer, it is necessary to find and gather these needs, 

document and categorize them and finally prioritize them. 

First need for growth of E-Tourism in future will be internet access via computer or 

mobile devices. In order to multimedia content it is necessary to offer services not only by 

internet at home but also facilitate it “on road”. 

Security of online payment is essential trend of future; without security insurance, even 

the best technology would be useless. 

Majority of the tourist industry companies are small or medium size which can’t effort 

highly trained and qualified IT specialist, so it is government’s agencies duty to aid them 
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by experience exchange or training courses. Moreover it is possible to integrate enterprise’s 

products in order to offer more general packages. Some other information such as culture, 

history, landscape, etc. can electronically be combined with online information systems. 

2.8Strategy characteristics 

After Analysis of current situation, business strategy can be established in this strategic 

plan we should try to overcome obstacles and weakness and try to improve the strength 

point by applying opportunities. 

Some of the strategic tasks in order to have, more efficient e-tourism solution via ICT, 

listed below: 

 Improvement of existing information systems, by developing stakeholders’ 

organization, their interrelation and interdependence. 

 Market development by product quality improvement. It can be done by 

human resource management 

 Speed up the transactions by interrelation and integration the different parts 

of industry. this improvement can be done in several domains: 

1. organizational: new type of mobile or fixed devices, replace to older 

generation 

2. Structural: partnership can increase visibility in market and competition 

3. systematic: accessibility to different organizations in different levels(local, 

regional, national, international) will provide better performance 

4. commercial: segmentation by new criteria 

5. Social: Usage of new skills and attitude are required as well as availability 

of information systems. 

6. Law: establish new regular frame work in order to protect personal 

information(C2C Solution Inc., 2006) 

Customers’ behavior and motivation has the main role in leisure service selection. 

Customers are pushed by their needs and pulled by the benefits of services. 
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Push strategy analyses needs of consumer regarding the consumption of cultural 

goods and services during travel. In the other hand pull strategy is set up as 

information system concerning consumers demands. And involvement concept is an 

integrative element between customer’s disposition and marketing stimuli. 

 

Figure 16 Involvement strategy (Goossens, 2000) 

This model shows where push and pull factors act by using internet 

Cultural environment of tourist is basis for push factors. Culture can be beliefs, evaluation 

and knowledge or behavior shared by group in network. “Culture is what leads us to 

understand people and problems differently” (Mühlemann et al, 2000). 

Information and selling of cultural products is done via the Internet by suppliers, Local 

tourism organizations or tourist information systems.  

Snepenger and  Meged (1990 ) defined four categories of variables significant for the 

information search: (1) traveling party composition, (2) the presence of friends or relatives 

at the destination, (3) past expenses, and (4) the degree of novelty associated with the 

destination.  

2.9 Requirements and area of improvement 

Improved communication and e-kind of information would facilitate e-tourism 

opportunities among Small and Medium size Tourism Enterprises (SMTE) by supplying 

communication between different sectors, in order to put them together more complex, 

personalized, and customized packages. This will allow consumers to construct their 

personalized packages online through the Internet surfing. However, some important issues 

related to privacy, payments, security, and interfaces have to be improvement. It is not 
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possible unless having close Relationships with the main search engines. New electronic 

channel of delivery, let providers to have direct access to the end customer in value chain 

Routine processes can delivered standard in fix price, while customized services, tailored 

to individual clients’ needs. Online, “self-service” services makes routine processes easy to 

offer in e-traveling and future trend is, Development of customized and niche packaging 

products. 

Different studies have hypothesized that the critical success factors for Web sites include 

information quality, system quality, system use, and service quality (Connolly et al, 2000).  

Tourism industry’s main issue is to fulfill at least two major needs of clients. Firstly, 

flexibility of firm to responding within a short period of time, to new trends of sector and 

life styles. Secondly, in order to guarantee this flexibility, produce a larger number of 

products or services with shorter life cycles have to be offered within the branch. 

Furthermore, close co-operation between the different service providers is of extreme 

importance in order to assure their market positions. Service providers such as transport 

companies, accommodation operators, airlines and travel organizers are interlocked and 

active co-operation between these actors is essential if they each are to maintain their share 

of the overall market. The integrated model of suppliers will become crucial since 

customers expect tourism services to function easy and fast by personalized approach; 

hence, client centric design of e-services is essential factor to success. Social pattern shows, 

unique offers affect on client’s satisfaction because of special demands, desires or life style. 

So innovators of tourism, looking for “individualized packages”. (DCT, 2006) 

Two approaches are discussed here. First, we can personalization tourists, by age and 

gender. Second learning model is depending on the tourist behavior according to their 

profiles. Travel features will analysis to find unique interest for each web client. An agent 

keep the track of surfing data by user then can analysis the data. The result of analysis data 

will filter and provide travel list, then user can select from list and perform. The history of 

user selection and behavior will save for further offers. (Srivihok and Pisit, 2003) 
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Figure 17.Personalization Travel Support System Structure (Srivihok and Pisit, 2003) 

 

The structure of satisfaction should be built in different stages of travel. Before trip, 

during travel and after journey, customer should have close relation to the firm. 

Combination of information, communication and transaction services must be applied 

efficiently in frame work via Multi channel delivery like: free online calls, e mail or call 

back mechanism 

Pro activity can differentiate the suppliers who keep the track of their customers and offer 

and plan their future trip by reviewing their profiles.  

By applying Information Technology, transaction cost will decline either for supplier or 

client, it makes customer, convenient because sale and purchase searching process is easier, 

selling expenses, marketing costs, and service costs will decline; and, reaction times will be 

cut and the service feedback received will be faster due to electronic communication. 

Impact of IT in e-tourism industry can be summarized in list below. (DCT, International 

Hotel & Business management School, Switzerland, 2006) 

 Easy access to information 

 Better information 
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 Expanding choices 

 Creating new markets 

 Interactive relationship with customers 

 Improving customer services 

 Improving image of the tourism enterprises 

 Saving time 

 Customized & specialized 

 Reducing operating cost 

 Simplifying the process 

 inter action with business partners 

 Founding new business partners 

To sum up, this chapter of work, found the different future e-tourism trend by applying 

SWOT analysis and porter’s 5 forces, then investigation on impact of IT in different part of 

tourism industry, showed how each part applies Information technology in order to cover 

clients’ demands. The aim of different stakeholders is to increase the customers’ 

satisfaction, so literature review and similar researches in this field, shows the requirements 

of travelers and shows, what are the gaps between their desired demands and travel offers. 

As Kano model shows new solution should bring added value and be different from 

ordinary solutions. The next step is to categorize these requirements and find the solution to 

improve current situation. Consulting with travel experts and asking from passengers will 

provide better view of demands. Next step is designing survey and interview in order to 

detect critical factor of satisfaction improvement.  
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3. Methodology 
 

The work started by requirement specification definition. Afterward continued by goal 

definition and introducing the research question. Later, literature review, and interviews 

with experts as main knowledge holders of the field, helped to design the questionnaire in 

order to reply the research question. During the interviews, SWOT of current situation of 

industry reviewed. Then we talked about the trends and the assumptions about future 

trends.to some up each interview, we discussed about the factors which might improve the 

current situation and each of interviewers, gave their ideas and prepare a part of 

questionnaire. Market experts believe that the best way to improve the current situation is 

“Listening to consumers”, so led me toward collecting the data according to collaborated 

design questionnaire. Kano’s concerns and points from literature reviews embedded in this 

questionnaire that tried to fill the gaps which are implied by consumers as main areas of 

dissatisfaction.  

Kano believes the techniques to collect performance needs will be interview, voice of 

consumer (VOC), focus group, online survey, questionnaires, web communities and quality 

functional deployment (QFD): VOC, understand and translate it through internal activities. 

Beside these methods, brain storming, knowledge mining, and customer modification: learn 

how customers have solved the problem by modifying the purchased production or service 

and early adaptors: use the experts in the beginning to bring insight to next generation, 

would be the ways to collect excitement needs. 

Questionnaire designed based on Kano model (As explained in section2.7). Level of 

customer satisfaction calculates from dissatisfaction toward satisfaction in 5 levels. The 

other axil of evaluation is the amount of service quality. 

The first part of questionnaire involves general information of people. Asked questions, 

clarify the customer segments. Second part, Q1 to Q3 want to emphasis on the satisfaction 

level of consumers regarding to major elements, “time” and “place” of service. In Q4 to 

Q12, other parameters such as cost, accessibility, safety and speed of service discussed to 

see how new forms of service can improve quality of service. Part 3, somehow, related to 
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the specification of current tourism websites. The focus of this section is to find satisfaction 

vs. specialization and special offers. Q19 addresses overall satisfaction level from tourism 

websites.Q20 wants to show preference of using online services or traditional ways and the 

last but not the least, Q21 wants to see whether you suggest online service or not. As the 

matter of fact we want to capture that service in traditional way is sufficient or not and if 

not, how can increase the level of satisfaction by improvement of service quality. 

If consumer emphasis dissatisfaction to insufficient service or shows satisfaction to 

sufficient service we call this zone “unitary”. But if insufficient service results 

dissatisfaction or consumer is neutral to sufficient service, the zone is “expected” and 

finally, if the customer is natural to insufficient service or satisfy to sufficient service we 

call it “Attractive Quality”. 

Data collected; and the method of analyzing the result of collected data was, “factor 

analysis” which is introduced to me during discussions with experts and colleagues. 

Finally, the output of factor analysis shows main improvement satisfaction factors which 

will be introduced in conclusion section. 

 

Figure 18 Thesis methodology 
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 The Alternative way for approaching research question could be best practices of 

tourism agencies or get the data from their relevant resources. We could also compare the 

websites’ CRM
1
 results and find their gaps in customer satisfaction. The other way is 

participate in forums and collect the others’ idea or make committee and observe the 

audiences’ reactions. We believed that direct connection which the method makes 

Between consumers, and from other side, with experts through questionnaire, can provide 

better results and the result would be more accurate and the analysis will meet our 

requirement better than alternative approaches. That is why this work used questionnaire as 

method of data collection 

Writer can categorize the factors, by analyzing the collected data and make a clue to 

answer to research question which explain requirements for improving E-tourism 

information systems in terms of customers’ satisfaction 

 3.1 Research Method Levels 

 

The first level in research method levels is Logical level which is relationship between 

theory and empirical data. It means if we have an idea/guess that calls hypothesis, then 

deduction method is the way that you empirically test your hypothesis. In the other hand if 

you don’t have hypothesis then from empirical data can make conclusion based on 

systematic analysis. This work tries to get result by collecting data and analyzing the 

collected data, (theory). It starts by surfing internet by using keywords such as “e-tourism”, 

“tourism satisfaction”, “trends of tourism industry”, “impact of information systems on 

tourism”, “satisfaction factors”, “analysis the tourism industry”, “evaluation of tourism 

satisfaction”, ”benefits of IT in tourism industry” and est. ; The main search engines were 

”Google” and “KTH’s e-library”   the next level is Approach level which is “systematic 

way of working to solve a research problem” (Brash,2005 ),like Some survey which is used 

mostly in management and business researches where large amount of data collected, 

experiment uses in social and natural sciences and defines theoretical 

hypothesis(Martinson, 2005), case study that emphasis on smaller researches and answers 

to questions like what, how and why in specific case or some similar cases. This research 

follows survey strategy which introduces improved competitive strategy for adapting to 

                                                 
1
 Customer Relation Management 
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changes in demand. Reviewing the similar works was the first step of identifying critical 

factor of satisfaction. The next level is Method Level which is “systematic way of 

collecting data”. Some common methods introduces as: interview, questionnaires, 

observation and literature review. This work almost used all of them, semi structure 

interview form provided in order to recognize the gaps in current tourism information 

systems. Interview with travel experts let reshape the questionnaire which provided before. 

Customers focus survey, gut ready after correction and discussions with travel experts in 

terms of find some of critical satisfaction factors. finally the last stage is Analysis Level 

which is” classifying and categorizing the collected data” (Brash, 2005).analysis method 

depends on, type of data which is collected. If data is quantitative then quantitative analysis 

will be used otherwise statistical analysis will be used for qualitative data. Most of the 

questions, related to costumers’ satisfaction and they are qualitative data so factor analysis 

will be applied in order to categorize satisfaction factors. 

3.2 Primary and Secondary data 

Primary data is that kind of information which collected for this work. It is the first time 

which this data will be used for this purpose in order to fulfill the needs of study, while 

secondary data is the data which is exist in literatures or have been collected previously for 

similar research. Secondary data is time and cost efficient, in the other hand primary data is 

accurate and special for certain research. Primary data for this work was provided by 

interview and questionnaires. 

3.3 Quantitative and Qualitative data  

As it mentioned above, quantitative data contains number and figures which usually used 

in statistical analysis where the hypothesis is specified and analysis search for relation 

between variables and numbers. But the nature of qualitative data is text, symbols or words 

and describes understanding of situation or holistic panoramic view rather than detail parts. 

In this work both types of data used. Finding user satisfaction factors and evaluate it, is 

qualitative data which interview and questionnaires will reply to the questions in this type. 

The answers from passengers and tourist experts provided me primary data conducting to 

research question. Then study of similar surveys and literatures helped for more 
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information and better results by secondary data. Secondary data showed me how much 

can each factor, bring satisfaction for each customer. 

3.4 Data collection 

Interview, questionnaires and observation provided the primary data, then literature 

review and similar articles, communication and others’ opinions, let collect secondary data. 

Interview has advantage that can give you opportunity for brain storming and during 

talking with experts or client you can get more detail demands from each user.  

Before distributing the questionnaires, a pilot test was mandatory, hence, asked from 

some native English speakers to test and verify the questionnaires by answering as first 

group of e-tourism clients. In order to keep privacy and encourage responders to fill the 

forms, tried to omit private questions like marriage status, annual income or education 

level. 

Further Samples are friends and passengers who were waiting for departure during 

Christmas 2006 to January 2007 and locations were in T-central Station and Arlanda 

Airport, Stockholm, Heathrow Airport, London, Mehrabad Airport, Tehran. 

One of focused destination for distributing the questionnaires was Skavsta Airport, 

Sweden where is one of Ryan air cheap flights’ airports. The purpose of choosing this place 

was that, Ryanair.com sells all tickets on-line. 

3.5 Validation  

 Content validity was tested by consulting tourism expert in order to make them easy 

to understand and ensure that the questions will cover the objectives of study 

 Reliability was tested by pilot test among 10 people. Cronbach’s coefficient 

alpha=0.82, means strong correlation and high level of statistical significances. 

Formula showed in below. 

Alpha= (N/N-1) *(1-sum (S² i)/ S² t) 

N = Number of questionnaires 

S² i = Total of variance of each item 

S² t = the variance of total score 
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 Sample selection :To choose the right sample size for a simple random sample, 

Taro Yamane recommended the formula for random samples as below (university 

of Florida, IFAS Extension)(Determining sample size, edis.ufl.edu,2007): 

  n = N/ (1+Ne²) 

 n is the size of the sample, 

 N is the population of the sample 

 e² is the probability of error. 

If we consider total number of tourists in 2006, According to figure 1 it is 

approximately 800million. 

With N = 800,000,000 and e = 5% (at 95% confidence level) 

n = 800000000/ {1+800000000* (0.05)²} 

= approximate = 399.9998 = 400 .Hence the sample size is 400 respondents. 

4. Data results 
This chapter includes the result of empirical data of the survey. The first section of 

questionnaire was the demographic and general questions from the passengers. Later two 

parts of questions are related to the research questions and show the satisfaction level of 

clients and indicate what they think about online services in comparison with traditional 

travel agencies. 

400 questionnaires were collected; 46%of these who answered were male and 54% 

female. The majority of respondent were between 18 and 32 years old. 28.5% were 

between 18 and 24 years old, 27.7% were  between 25 and 32 years old, the number of 

people between 33 and 44 included 22.5% of the sample size, 13.2% of the people were 

between 45 and 55, 6.2% were between 56 and 65 and 7 person (1.7%) were seniors and 

over 65 years old. 

Worldwide answers of this survey consisted of 31.7% Asians, 41% European. The 

number of Africans in this research was 7% and 4.2% are Oceans and pacific the rest 

belonged to Americas (7.5% of North American and 8.5 of Latin American). 
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The main reason for travel was spending leisure time which was the answer of 56% of 

respondent, followed by visiting friends and relatives (26.2%), the next reason of travel 

was business issues (11.5%),a small fraction was Leisure and visit (3%) followed by 

business and leisure (2.2%) and finally business and visit  (1%) of answers. 

Leisure 56%

B&L, 2%

Visit Frined or 

Reletives, 

26%

Business 12% L&V, 3%

B&V, 1%

 

Figure 19.Purpose of travel from collected data 

People with different type of occupations were interviewed. The main group of them were 

students 39.2% the next category of employees introduces as clerical work 26.25%, 

specialists have 9.5% of answers and managers 11.5%, 18 house wives asked(4.5%) and 

1.7 of people were retired, and finally 19.7% have other jobs. 

53.3% of answers use websites once a year 35.5% use twice a year some of the people use 

the website three times a year (4.5%), 9 guys use it once each season which is 2.3%, 1.2% 

use it more than four time per year, and 3.2% never use web services for traveling. 

The next question shows the ratio of using travel agencies as consultant or manager or 

coordinators of travels.43.7% of people in this sample don’t use travel agencies at all, 24% 

at least use it once a year, 18.5% go or ask agencies twice a year, 6.8% use them three 

times per year and 4.2% go there four times a year and 5 out of 400 answers (1.2%) use 

agency more than four times in one year. 

Most of the respondent use the website or travel agency for flight and accommodation 

both, they are 44.5% of whole the answers,24.25% of answers say they search for flight 

and 21.7% are looking for accommodation which this figure is nearly equivalent to flight  

search,5.2% search for information and guide maps and 4% for other reasons. 
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Figure 20.questionnaire shows: what asked from agency or web site? 

The summery of first part of questionnaires is in the figure below 

 

Table 2.Demographic and general information from collected data 

Gender (%) 
                       Male                                                  Female 

            46                                                          52 

Age (%) 
18-24 

28.5 

25-32 

27.7 

33-44 

22.5 

45-55 

13.2 

56-65 

6.3 

>65 

1.7 

Continent (%) 
Asia 

31.7 

Europe 

41 

Latin America 

8.5 

Ocean 

4.2 

Africa 

7 

North. America 

7.5 

Purpose of travel (%) 
Business                    

11.5           

Leisure 

56 

Visit friends                        

26.2 

B&V   

1    

B&L        

2.2         

V&L 

3 

Occupation (%) 
 Manager 

11.5          

 Specialist 

9.5        

Clerical work 

26.25      

Student 

  39.25 

Retired 

1.7 

Housewife 

4.5 

Other 

19.7 

Use of agency per 

year (%) 

<1  

43.7                             

Once        

24       

twice  

18.5              

3 times 

6.8              

4times 

4.2                    

> 4 times 

1.2 

Use of web site per 

year (%) 

<1   

3.2                                        

Once 

53.3  

Twice 

35.5  

3 times           

4.5  

4times 

2.3  

> 4 times 

1.2 

What ask from 

website or agency 

(%) 

Flight                  

24.25  

Accommodation     

21.7 

F/A       

44.5  

Information 

5.2  

Other 

4 

 

The second part of questions relates to the general aspect of travelers toward tourism 

industry. In this part, people asked to compare online services with the previous kind of 

service channels which was offered by agencies. This comparison pointed out customers’ 

satisfaction from different perspectives. For instance more than four fifth of respondent 

(80.5%) agreed that web services are more time efficient. Next question is about mobility 

of service which means customers can order their service from home, office or anywhere 
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else, confidential services for 24 hours in 7days of the week. Just a small fraction of 

answers believed it was worse or the same as before and more than 90% of people voted 

that the new shape of self service offers are better or much better. Finding personalized 

packages according to your desire is something which is missed in some web sites; for 

example imagine the user is a sport freak and wants to reserve his package for football 

world cup or Olympic Games in advance but rarely can find the web pages for these 

purposes. The next question  was about access to information, amount of information, 

quality of different types of information, number of  offers comparing with agencies, 

comparing the online transaction with the other kinds for example the speed of the payment 

or the reservation, safety of online booking, availability of online services and finally cost 

efficiency. People were satisfied. In most of the following questions .The only question 

which didn’t satisfy the customers and the rate of online service as much as traditional way, 

was customer service which 49% of the answers showed that people still think that they are 

the same.  

196

150

28

11 15

0

50

100

150

200

250

1 2 3 4 5

 

Figure 21.Satisfaction rates from Customer Service according to collected data 

respondents asked to score each comparison between traditional and online channels from 

1 to 5, which 1 shows the online services are much worse than using travel agency services, 

2 means online offers are worse and 3 implies that they are the same, 4 means online 

services are better and finally 5 shows people believe online services are much better than 

traditional service offerings. 
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Table 3.Competition between tourism websites and traditional agencies 

 1: much worse, 2: worse, 3: same, 4: better, 

5:much better 

1 

(%) 

2 

(%) 

3 

(%) 

4 

(%) 

5 

(%) 

You are satisfied with time efficiency of purchasing 

from tourist website comparing with service from 

agency 

0 1.7 3.7 80.5 14 

Getting your service from home, office or 

anywhere instead of going to agency? 
0.2 0.4 3 64.5 31.7 

Convenience of 24 hours/ 7 days service and 

Any time access to information 
0.2 1.2 1.2 86 14 

Amount of different offers from websites such as 

variety Airlines, hotels comparing with agency’s 

offers? 

1 4.5 16.2 69 9.2 

Quality of information? 

 
1.2 5.7 18.7 64.5 9.7 

Customer service 2.7 3.8 49 37.5 7 

 Cost efficiency of tourism websites? 0 2.2 22.2 66.8 8.7 

 

The next part of questions rates the Web Pages themselves and finds the amount of users’ 

satisfaction from their appearance and user friendliness. Later on, they were asked about 

the material inside pages in order to evaluate how much they can answer to different types 

of demands. The purpose was to find some strong and weak points in existing tourist pages 

and improve them in order to make them more efficient. Table 3 briefly shows the 

statistics. 

 

Table 4.satisfaction in different Tourism websites 

1: extremely dissatisfy , 2: dissatisfy, 3: normal, 

 4: satisfy, 5: extremely satisfy  
1 

(%) 
2 

(%) 
3 

(%) 
4 

(%) 
5 

(%) 

User friendliness 1.2 3.2 18.5 70.2 6.8 

Attraction 0 2.5 46.7 45.2 5.6 

Sufficient information 1 3 52.2 37.2 6.5 

Offer complete packages (include flight, 

hotel…) 
3.5 36.5 51.7 5.7 2.2 

Special resort package 1.2 3.5 79.2 13 3 

Separated cheap and luxury offers 14 25.2 37.5 21.2 2 
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The result shows most of the users agreed that web pages have a user friendly 

interfaces.6.4% of the people said, they were very satisfied, and 70.2% was  just satisfied. 

Some thought websites are average (18.5%) and 3.2% of people believe that web sites are 

not user friendly. in 1.2% of answers, people nagged about user interfaces.  

Next question was about attraction, in order to find how convenient it is by capturing 

attention. 2.5% said it is not attractive, 46.7% didn’t find any attraction, 45.2% voted it is 

satisfying and 5.6% found, websites’ appearance is very attractive. Exclude 1%+3% who 

said there is no sufficient information, 52.2% said it is in normal situation and 37.2% found 

a lot of information from each individual site and 6.5% had high level of satisfaction by 

using websites. 

Apart from small fraction in both side of satisfaction which shows 3.5% extremely 

dissatisfy and 2.2 very satisfy, only 5.7% satisfy by offering complete packages from any 

single site, and 51.7% think it is the same as traditional style and surprisingly, 36.5% 

dissatisfy by online packages and said it needs more than one site to manage and handle all 

requirements.  

The majority of answers show that there was no advantage in online booking for special 

resorts. And finally almost 40% of replies show the segmentation of different offers 

according to different needs are the same as going to agency and 25% believe, agencies can 

categorize the offer more efficient than pages 
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Figure 22. Satisfaction of Complete Packages 
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The last three questions show overall perspective of people toward e-tourism. To sum up, 

overall satisfaction 92% (368) of answers were “yes” and 32 persons which are 8% were 

dissatisfied by online services. 

Future purchasing was the next question that 66.7% of people use online services on the 

next trip package, 7.5% still prefer to go to agency and 103 out of 400 people (25.7%) will 

use both of them. 

And finally 90.2% of respondents recommend online services to others and on the other 

hand 9.8% don’t do that  

 

5. Analysis result 
 

 This chapter consists of the analysis of data. The second and the third part of 

questionnaire are related to the research question and ask about the level of satisfaction 

from e-tourism. The result will show how much each factor can affect the total satisfaction 

and shows us the way to improve the current solutions. To analyze the data, it has to reduce 

the factors to the main factors. The formula for the standard deviation: 

 

Figure 23.standard deviation   
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In the top part of the ratio, the numerator shows that each score has the mean subtracted 

from it, the difference is squared, and the squares are summed. In the bottom part, it takes 

the number of scores minus one. The ratio is the variance and the square root is the 

standard deviation. In English, it describes the standard deviation as: 

The square root of the sum of the squared deviations from the mean divided by the 

number of scores minus one  

A typical factor analysis suggests answers to four major questions:  

1. How many different factors are needed to explain the pattern of relationships 

among these variables?  

2. What is the nature of those factors?  

3. How well do the hypothesized factors explain the observed data?  

4. How much purely random or unique variance does each observed variable include?( 

Esposito,2006) 

The first results displayed, are the summary statistics of the selected variables, and the 

correlation matrix between the variables. It shows that some of the correlations are quite 

high (0.675 for Cost efficiency and Quality of service) 

Table 5.summary statistics of the selected variables 

Variable Mean 
Std. 

deviation 

time efficiency of online 
service 4.068 0.494 

Purchasing from any where 4.270 0.564 

access to information 4.068 0.440 

Customer Service 3.423 0.791 

Number of services 3.810 0.700 

quality of service 3.758 0.755 

cost efficiency 3.820 0.607 

user friendliness 3.780 0.669 

Attraction 3.535 0.636 

Sufficient Information 3.453 0.706 

Offer complete packages 2.673 0.746 

special Resort package 3.130 0.565 

Segmented offers 2.720 1.014 

 

 

The standardized Cronbach's alpha is computed for the whole input table. An alpha of 

0.741, means that there is some redundancy among the selected variables. The reproduced 

and residual correlation matrices allow verifying if the factor analysis model is fine or not, 
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and where it fails to reproduce correlations the next table shows the eigenvalues resulting 

from the factor analysis. Four factors can keep 93.5 % of the variability of the initial data. 

Table 6.4 factors keep 93.5 % of variance of the initial data 

 Variability (%) Cumulative % 

F1 .25.976 25.976 

F2 6.920 32.896 

F3 5.433 38.329 

F4 2.885 41.214 

 

Next, the varimax rotation has changed the way that each factor explains part of the 

variance. The varimax rotation makes the interpretation easier by maximizing the variance 

of the squared factors loadings by column. For a given factor, high loadings become higher, 

low loadings become lower, and intermediate loadings become either lower or higher. 

The next results are the factor loadings after the varimax rotation. These results are used 

to interpret the meaning of the (rotated) factors. 

This result proof that: the first factor is highly positively related to the Quality of service, 

cost efficiency, user friendliness and number of services. The second factor is loaded on 

Special offers, complete packages, and sufficient information. The third factor is loaded on 

purchasing anywhere and access to information. The fourth factor is positively loaded on 

user friendliness. 

Table 7.Four main factor categories 

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.014 -0.041 0.154 0.288 

Purchasing from any where 0.077 -0.045 0.503 0.078 

Access to information -0.028 0.091 0.485 0.053 

Customer Service -0.060 -0.001 0.219 0.181 

Number of services 0.578 0.289 -0.208 0.156 

Quality of service 0.865 0.189 -0.007 0.127 

cost efficiency 0.733 0.167 0.093 -0.040 

user friendliness 0.488 0.332 0.059 0.548 

Attraction 0.289 0.360 0.038 0.405 

Sufficient Information 0.261 0.654 -0.045 0.125 

Offer complete packages 0.082 0.703 0.009 -0.099 

special Resort package 0.132 0.690 0.009 0.138 

Segmented offers 0.258 0.381 0.094 -0.010 
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So the last factor which includes, user friendliness and attraction can be categorized as 

“web site design”, the same for third factor “accessibility” is suggested for the name of this 

group. In second group the elements are categorized as “specialization” and finally first 

group is called “convenience”.   
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6. Conclusion 
 

The results of the analysis show that the factor “Convenience” has the greatest influence 

on user satisfaction of online services.  After that “Specialization”, “Accessibility” and 

“Web- site design” strongly effect on user satisfaction. Hence “convenience” and 

“specialization” can be introduced as the two most important factors of e-tourism. 

Website design should be improved in order to be faster and more user- friendly. 

Increasing time efficiency, possibility of purchase from anywhere, at any time and cost 

efficiency are some of the factors which can increase users’ convenience. 

Lack of Special offers and lack of complete packages from websites, comparing with 

travel agencies are some of the main reasons that people still have tendency to produce 

their packages by agencies. 

 Result of this analysis, can help tourism firms and agencies by introducing Specialization 

and convenience as the main factors of attention which has the most positive effect on 

customer satisfaction. Internet has changed the structure of tourism industry, enabling all 

players, to participate in the Emerging e-marketplace (Buhalis, 2003). The technology 

changed not only customers’ Behavior and demands, but also generated important changes 

in the production and planning strategies of tourism enterprises and destinations (Horrillo, 

2001). 
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7. Limitation and future research suggestion 
The most limited aspect of this work was the method of data collection. It tried to ask 

questions from different people from different level of education, but the distribution of 

questionnaires were mainly in Europe, and most of the answers were from client site. So in 

order to have better data collection, it is better to try online surveys and compare the result 

with this offline one. The other recommendation is to ask more people on the supplier side 

of the industry such as travel experts, agencies, hotel owners, airlines and government. 

By distributing survey, all around the world, more obstacles will be appeared which were 

hidden in this research. 

Last but not least, the integration of this study with other knowledge areas and finding the 

effect of tourism industry on global business can be done in the future. 
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Appendix 

I.  Questionnaire 

Questionnaire in Studying User satisfaction with Tourism Websites 
Hello, I am an MSc student at royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. I 

would like to do a research about benefits and advantages of using online services for 

tourism packages. It would be appreciated if spare a few minutes to answer the following 

questions. Of course the purpose is just an academic research. 

-Gender 

Female
 

Male
 

  

 

-Often travel for 

 
Business

 

 
leisure

 

 
Visit Friends/relatives

 
 Other: 
 

-Age 

18-24
 

25-32
 

33-44
 

45-55
 

56-65
 

66 or more
 

-Use of travel agency services 

            
less than once a 

year
 

 
once a year

 

 
twice a year

 

 
one a season

 

 
more than four 

times a year
 

-Nationality 

 

-Use of tourism websites 

 
less than once a 

year
 

 
once a year

 

 
twice a year

 

 
one a season

 

 
more than four 

times a year
 

-Occupation 

 
Manager

 
Specialist

 

 
Clerical work

 

-What do you ask from agency or Web site 

 
flight

 
hotel

 

 
flight/hotel
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Student

 

 
retired

 

 
Housewife

 
 Other: 

 
map/information

 
 Other: 

 

Part Two 

These questions, concern the competition between tourism websites and traditional 

agencies. Please choose a number according to your satisfaction from time efficiency, 

personalization and standard purchase from a website comparing with agency. 

1: much worse (MW), 2: worse, 3: same, 4: better, 5: pretty better (PB) 

Questions MW                                                        PB                                                          

1.your are satisfied with time efficiency of 

purchasing from tourist website comparing 

with service from agency 

1                2               3              4               5 

2. Getting your service from home or office 

instead of going to agency? 

1                2               3              4               5 

3. Convenience of 24 hours/ 7 days service 1                2               3              4               5 

4. Finding personalize package according 

to your desire? 

1                2               3              4               5 

5.Immediate access to information 1                2               3              4               5 

6. Amount of different offers from websites 

such as variety Airlines, hotels comparing 

with agency’s offers? 

1                2               3              4               5 

7. Quantity of different information like 

restaurants, shopping centers, sight seeing 

places? 

1                2               3              4               5 

8. Quality of information? 

 

1                2               3              4               5 

9. Speed of transaction in online services 

comparing with going to agency? 

 

1                2               3              4               5 

10. Safety of booking online comparing 

with traditional way 

1                2               3              4               5 

11. Availability of on line services? 

 

1                2               3              4               5 

12. Cost efficiency of tourism websites? 1                2               3              4               5 

 

Part three 

In this part please rate your satisfaction in different Tourism websites. 
1: extremely dissatisfy (ED), 2: dissatisfy, 3: normal, 4: satisfy, 5: extremely satisfy (ES) 

 ED                                                   ES                                                     

13.User friendliness 1              2            3             4            5 

14. Attraction 1              2            3             4            5 

15. Sufficient information 1              2            3             4            5 

16. Offer complete packages (include flight, hotel...) 1              2            3             4            5 
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17. Special resort package 

 

1              2            3             4            5 

18.Separated cheap and luxury offers 

 

1              2            3             4            5 

 

19. Your overall satisfaction from tourist websites 

Very good
 

Good
 

Moderat

e
 

Poor
 

Very poor
 

 20. In future which one do you use? 

Travel agency
  

Online services by 

web sites    
         Other……. 

 

21. Do you suggest online service to others? 

Yes
 

No
 

II: INTERVIEW Form 

Hello, I am an MSc student at royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. I 

would like to do a research about benefits and advantages of using online services for 

tourism packages. It would be appreciated if spare a few minutes to answer the following 

questions. Of course the purpose is just an academic research 

Interview the expert’s perceptual 

 

INTERVIEW FORM 

 

Research: The Analysis the potential impact of E-Tourism on the tourism Industry  

 

Name-Surname…………………………………….……………………. ……………. 

Position………………………………………...….Experience…………………Years 

1. How is present situation of tourism industry? And what is your assumption about 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats in this circumstance? 

 

2. How are trend of tourism industry in the future and why do you think like that? 

 

3. What are the factors which affect on tourism industry in future? 

 

4. How is current situation of E-Tourism? 

 

5. What are the trends of E-Tourism in future? 

 

6. In your opinion, how are trend of E-tourism impacts to Tourism industry? 

 

7. How IT can improve the current situation? 
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Thank you for your time and cooperation! 

 
 

 

III. Interviewers’ List 
 

1. Orjan  Rietz : travel expert, www.getway.se 

 

2. Marco Giertz: CEO, Stockholm guide and cruise service, 

http://www.stockholmguideservices.com/ 

 

 

3. Mikael Samuelsson, Assistant Professor, Stockholm School of 

Economics(SSE) 

 

4. Olga Krikun, Entrepreneur, MBA student, Stockholm School of 

Entrepreneurship (SSES) 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.getway.se/
http://www.stockholmguideservices.com/
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IV Tables of Factor Analysis 

Correlation: Pearson (n)      

Extraction method: Principal factor analysis      

Number of factors: Automatic      

Initial communalities: Squared multiple correlations      

Stop conditions: Convergence = 0.0001 / Iterations = 50      

Rotation: Varimax (Kaiser Normalization) / Number of factors = 4    

  

 

     

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

deviation 

time efficiency of online 
service 2.000 5.000 4.068 0.494 

Purchasing from any where 1.000 5.000 4.270 0.564 

access to information 1.000 5.000 4.068 0.440 

Customer Service 1.000 5.000 3.423 0.791 

Number of services 1.000 5.000 3.810 0.700 

quality of service 1.000 5.000 3.758 0.755 

cost efficiency 2.000 5.000 3.820 0.607 

user friendliness 1.000 5.000 3.780 0.669 

Attraction 2.000 5.000 3.535 0.636 

Sufficient Information 1.000 5.000 3.453 0.706 

Offer complete packages 1.000 5.000 2.673 0.746 

special Resort package 1.000 5.000 3.130 0.565 

Segmented offers 1.000 5.000 2.720 1.014 

 

Variables 

time 
efficiency 
of online 
service 

Purchasing 
from any 

where 
access to 

information 
Customer 
Service 

Number 
of 

services 

time efficiency of online 
service 1 0.096 0.083 0.119 0.023 

Purchasing from any where 0.096 1 0.270 0.103 -0.041 

access to information 0.083 0.270 1 0.084 -0.056 

Customer Service 0.119 0.103 0.084 1 -0.140 

Number of services 0.023 -0.041 -0.056 -0.140 1 

quality of service 0.037 0.072 -0.019 0.000 0.581 

cost efficiency 0.024 0.069 0.027 -0.013 0.421 

user friendliness 0.159 0.085 0.076 0.081 0.456 

Attraction 0.076 0.064 0.077 0.068 0.336 

Sufficient Information -0.023 0.007 0.031 0.025 0.418 

Offer complete packages -0.076 -0.034 0.075 -0.020 0.236 

special Resort package 0.085 -0.032 0.055 0.011 0.253 

Segmented offers -0.022 0.040 0.065 0.013 0.218 
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quality 

of 
service 

cost 
efficiency 

user 
friendliness Attraction 

Sufficient 
Information 

Offer 
complete 
packages 

special 
Resort 

package 
Segmented 

offers 

0.037 0.024 0.159 0.076 -0.023 -0.076 0.085 -0.022 

0.072 0.069 0.085 0.064 0.007 -0.034 -0.032 0.040 

-0.019 0.027 0.076 0.077 0.031 0.075 0.055 0.065 

0.000 -0.013 0.081 0.068 0.025 -0.020 0.011 0.013 

0.581 0.421 0.456 0.336 0.418 0.236 0.253 0.218 

1 0.675 0.539 0.370 0.361 0.192 0.286 0.261 

0.675 1 0.396 0.256 0.266 0.185 0.215 0.300 

0.539 0.396 1 0.501 0.402 0.217 0.348 0.300 

0.370 0.256 0.501 1 0.352 0.254 0.343 0.167 

0.361 0.266 0.402 0.352 1 0.463 0.506 0.310 

0.192 0.185 0.217 0.254 0.463 1 0.488 0.269 

0.286 0.215 0.348 0.343 0.506 0.488 1 0.326 

0.261 0.300 0.300 0.167 0.310 0.269 0.326 1 

 
Maximum change in communality at 
each iteration: 

  

Iteration Maximum change 

16 0.0005 

17 0.0004 

18 0.0003 

19 0.0003 

20 0.0002 

21 0.0002 

22 0.0002 

23 0.0001 

24 0.0001 

25 0.0001 

 
Reproduced correlation 
matrix:   

  

time efficiency 
of online 
service 

Purchasing 
from any 

where 
access to 

information 
Customer 
Service 

Number 
of 

services 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.109 0.103 0.086 0.085 0.009 

Purchasing from any where 0.103 0.267 0.242 0.120 -0.061 

access to information 0.086 0.242 0.247 0.117 -0.083 

Customer Service 0.085 0.120 0.117 0.084 -0.053 

Number of services 0.009 -0.061 -0.083 -0.053 0.485 

quality of service 0.040 0.064 -0.004 -0.031 0.576 

cost efficiency 0.006 0.092 0.037 -0.031 0.446 

user friendliness 0.160 0.095 0.074 0.082 0.451 
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Attraction 0.112 0.057 0.065 0.064 0.326 

Sufficient Information 0.006 -0.022 0.037 -0.004 0.369 

Offer complete packages -0.055 -0.028 0.061 -0.021 0.233 

special Resort package 0.015 -0.006 0.070 0.018 0.295 

Segmented offers 0.000 0.049 0.073 0.003 0.238 

quality 
of 

service 
cost 

efficiency 
user 

friendliness Attraction 
Sufficient 

Information 

Offer 
complete 
packages 

special 
Resort 

package 
Segmented 

offers 

0.040 0.006 0.160 0.112 0.006 -0.055 0.015 0.000 

0.064 0.092 0.095 0.057 -0.022 -0.028 -0.006 0.049 

-0.004 0.037 0.074 0.065 0.037 0.061 0.070 0.073 

-0.031 -0.031 0.082 0.064 -0.004 -0.021 0.018 0.003 

0.576 0.446 0.451 0.326 0.369 0.233 0.295 0.238 

0.801 0.660 0.554 0.369 0.366 0.191 0.262 0.293 

0.660 0.576 0.397 0.259 0.291 0.182 0.207 0.262 

0.554 0.397 0.652 0.485 0.411 0.220 0.370 0.253 

0.369 0.259 0.485 0.379 0.360 0.237 0.343 0.211 

0.366 0.291 0.411 0.360 0.514 0.469 0.503 0.311 

0.191 0.182 0.220 0.237 0.469 0.511 0.483 0.291 

0.262 0.207 0.370 0.343 0.503 0.483 0.513 0.296 

0.293 0.262 0.253 0.211 0.311 0.291 0.296 0.221 

 
Residual correlation matrix:    

  
time efficiency of online 

service 
Purchasing from any 

where 
access to 

information 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.891 -0.006 -0.003 

Purchasing from any where -0.006 0.733 0.028 

access to information -0.003 0.028 0.753 

Customer Service 0.034 -0.016 -0.034 

Number of services 0.014 0.020 0.027 

quality of service -0.002 0.007 -0.014 

cost efficiency 0.018 -0.023 -0.010 

user friendliness -0.001 -0.010 0.002 

Attraction -0.036 0.008 0.012 

Sufficient Information -0.029 0.029 -0.006 

Offer complete packages -0.021 -0.005 0.014 

special Resort package 0.071 -0.026 -0.015 

Segmented offers -0.022 -0.009 -0.008 

 

Customer 
Service 

Number 
of 

services 

quality 
of 

service 
cost 

efficiency 
user 

friendliness Attraction 
Sufficient 

Information 

Offer 
complete 
packages 

0.034 0.014 -0.002 0.018 -0.001 -0.036 -0.029 -0.021 

-0.016 0.020 0.007 -0.023 -0.010 0.008 0.029 -0.005 

-0.034 0.027 -0.014 -0.010 0.002 0.012 -0.006 0.014 

0.916 -0.087 0.031 0.018 -0.001 0.004 0.028 0.002 

-0.087 0.515 0.006 -0.025 0.005 0.010 0.049 0.002 

0.031 0.006 0.199 0.015 -0.015 0.001 -0.004 0.001 

0.018 -0.025 0.015 0.424 -0.001 -0.002 -0.025 0.003 

-0.001 0.005 -0.015 -0.001 0.348 0.016 -0.009 -0.003 
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0.004 0.010 0.001 -0.002 0.016 0.621 -0.008 0.017 

0.028 0.049 -0.004 -0.025 -0.009 -0.008 0.486 -0.006 

0.002 0.002 0.001 0.003 -0.003 0.017 -0.006 0.489 

-0.007 -0.042 0.024 0.008 -0.022 0.000 0.003 0.005 

0.011 -0.020 -0.032 0.039 0.048 -0.045 -0.001 -0.021 

 
special 
Resort 

package 
Segmented 

offers 

0.071 -0.022 

-0.026 -0.009 

-0.015 -0.008 

-0.007 0.011 

-0.042 -0.020 

0.024 -0.032 

0.008 0.039 

-0.022 0.048 

0.000 -0.045 

0.003 -0.001 

0.005 -0.021 

0.487 0.030 

0.030 0.779 

 
Eigenvalues:         

  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 

Eigenvalue 3.377 0.900 0.706 0.375 0.172 0.083 0.064 0.050 

Variability (%) 25.976 6.920 5.433 2.885 1.321 0.639 0.494 0.384 

Cumulative % 25.976 ##### 38.329 41.214 42.536 43.174 43.668 ##### 
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Eigenvectors:         

         

  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.036 0.079 -0.317 -0.272 -0.280 0.226 -0.561 -0.054 

Purchasing from any where 0.031 0.111 -0.551 0.318 0.292 0.093 -0.034 0.273 

access to information 0.035 -0.073 -0.532 0.320 0.287 -0.061 -0.148 -0.276 

Customer Service 0.006 -0.014 -0.338 -0.093 -0.401 0.187 0.394 0.321 

Number of services 0.345 0.178 0.258 -0.126 0.483 -0.005 -0.353 0.056 

quality of service 0.419 0.456 0.117 0.166 -0.098 0.438 0.088 0.072 

cost efficiency 0.337 0.367 0.078 0.422 -0.308 -0.129 0.043 -0.195 

user friendliness 0.388 0.134 -0.249 -0.474 -0.001 -0.477 0.118 -0.078 

Attraction 0.299 -0.041 -0.187 -0.365 0.175 0.177 0.380 -0.328 

Sufficient Information 0.350 -0.328 0.064 -0.015 0.190 0.069 0.036 0.653 

Offer complete packages 0.266 -0.513 0.099 0.275 0.076 0.149 0.233 -0.347 

special Resort package 0.316 -0.442 -0.021 -0.033 -0.352 0.195 -0.392 -0.093 

Segmented offers 0.234 -0.124 -0.021 0.239 -0.242 -0.607 -0.067 0.165 

 
Factor pattern:     

  F1 F2 F3 F4 

time efficiency of online service 0.065 0.075 -0.267 -0.166 

Purchasing from any where 0.058 0.105 -0.463 0.195 

access to information 0.064 -0.069 -0.447 0.196 

Customer Service 0.011 -0.013 -0.284 -0.057 

Number of services 0.635 0.169 0.217 -0.077 

quality of service 0.770 0.433 0.098 0.102 

cost efficiency 0.619 0.348 0.066 0.259 

user friendliness 0.713 0.127 -0.209 -0.290 

Attraction 0.550 -0.039 -0.157 -0.223 

Sufficient Information 0.644 -0.311 0.054 -0.009 

Offer complete packages 0.489 -0.487 0.083 0.169 

special Resort package 0.580 -0.419 -0.018 -0.020 

Segmented offers 0.430 -0.118 -0.018 0.147 

Initial 
communality 

Final 
communality 

Specific 
variance 

0.078 0.109 0.891 

0.105 0.267 0.733 

0.100 0.247 0.753 

0.070 0.084 0.916 

0.438 0.485 0.515 

0.610 0.801 0.199 

0.477 0.576 0.424 

0.462 0.652 0.348 

0.312 0.379 0.621 

0.420 0.514 0.486 
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0.326 0.511 0.489 

0.397 0.513 0.487 

0.202 0.221 0.779 

 

Factor loadings (axes F1 and F2: 32.90 %)

Segmented 

offers

Sufficient 

Information

Attraction

user friendliness

cost efficiency

quality of service

Number of 

services

Customer 

Service

access to 

information

Purchasing from 

any where

time efficiency of 

online service

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

F1 (25.98 %)

F
2
 (

6
.9

2
 %

)

 
 
Cronbach's alpha:   

   

  
Cronbach's 

alpha  

F1 0.827  

F2   

F3 0.366  

F4    

 

 

 

 

 
Correlations between variables and factors:   

  F1 F2 F3 F4 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.069 0.090 -0.373 -0.254 

Purchasing from any where 0.061 0.126 -0.648 0.298 

access to information 0.068 -0.083 -0.626 0.300 

Customer Service 0.012 -0.016 -0.397 -0.088 

Number of services 0.671 0.202 0.304 -0.118 

quality of service 0.814 0.519 0.137 0.156 

cost efficiency 0.654 0.418 0.092 0.395 

user friendliness 0.754 0.153 -0.292 -0.444 

Attraction 0.582 -0.047 -0.219 -0.342 
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Sufficient Information 0.680 -0.373 0.075 -0.014 

Offer complete packages 0.517 -0.584 0.116 0.258 

special Resort package 0.613 -0.503 -0.025 -0.030 

Segmented offers 0.454 -0.141 -0.025 0.224 

 

Variables (axes F1 and F2: 32.90 %)

Segmented 

offers

special Resort 

package

Offer complete 

packages

Suff icient 

Information

Attract ion

user 

friendliness

cost eff iciency

quality of 

service

Number of 

services

Customer 

Service

access to 

information

Purchasing 

from any where

t ime eff iciency 

of online 

service

-1

-0.75

-0.5

-0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

-1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

F1 (25.98 %)

F
2
 (

6
.9

2
 %

)

 
 

 

 

 

 
Factor pattern coefficients:     

  F1 F2 F3 F4 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.006 0.036 -0.142 -0.096 

Purchasing from any where 0.006 0.040 -0.326 0.172 

access to information 0.020 -0.021 -0.298 0.177 

Customer Service -0.004 -0.011 -0.149 -0.036 

Number of services 0.110 0.048 0.203 -0.107 

quality of service 0.326 0.523 0.153 0.200 

cost efficiency 0.118 0.168 0.028 0.315 

user friendliness 0.223 0.069 -0.281 -0.462 

Attraction 0.093 -0.038 -0.111 -0.190 

Sufficient Information 0.166 -0.237 0.048 0.005 

Offer complete packages 0.138 -0.349 0.078 0.210 

special Resort package 0.151 -0.320 -0.024 -0.033 

Segmented offers 0.064 -0.057 -0.004 0.126 
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Observations (axes F1 and F2: 32.90 %)
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Results after the Varimax 
rotation:    

Rotation matrix:     

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

D1 0.708 0.651 0.023 0.273 

D2 0.649 -0.753 0.025 0.108 

D3 0.164 0.046 -0.870 -0.462 

D4 0.224 0.090 0.491 -0.837 

 
Percentage of variance after Varimax rotation:   

     

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

Variability (%) 16.237 14.9524315235189 4.830 5.195 

Cumulative % 16.237 31.1893518233841 36.019 41.214 

 
Factor pattern after Varimax rotation:    

     

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

time efficiency of online 
service 0.014 -0.041 0.154 0.288 

Purchasing from any where 0.077 -0.045 0.503 0.078 

access to information -0.028 0.091 0.485 0.053 

Customer Service -0.060 -0.001 0.219 0.181 

Number of services 0.578 0.289 -0.208 0.156 

quality of service 0.865 0.189 -0.007 0.127 
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cost efficiency 0.733 0.167 0.093 -0.040 

user friendliness 0.488 0.332 0.059 0.548 

Attraction 0.289 0.360 0.038 0.405 

Sufficient Information 0.261 0.654 -0.045 0.125 

Offer complete packages 0.082 0.703 0.009 -0.099 

special Resort package 0.132 0.690 0.009 0.138 

Segmented offers 0.258 0.381 0.094 -0.010 

 

Factor loadings (axes D1 and D2: 32.90 %)

after Varimax rotation
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Cronbach's alpha:  

  

  
Cronbach's 

alpha 

D1 0.792 

D2 0.722 

D3 0.350 

D4 0.494 

  

 
Correlations between variables and factors after Varimax rotation:  

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

time efficiency of online service 0.015 -0.048 0.227 0.405 

Purchasing from any where 0.085 -0.053 0.742 0.109 

access to information -0.031 0.106 0.716 0.074 

Customer Service -0.067 -0.001 0.323 0.254 

Number of services 0.636 0.336 -0.307 0.219 

quality of service 0.954 0.220 -0.010 0.178 

cost efficiency 0.808 0.194 0.137 -0.057 

user friendliness 0.538 0.387 0.087 0.770 

Attraction 0.318 0.419 0.057 0.570 
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Sufficient Information 0.287 0.761 -0.066 0.175 

Offer complete packages 0.090 0.818 0.014 -0.139 

special Resort package 0.145 0.803 0.013 0.194 

Segmented offers 0.284 0.443 0.139 -0.014 

Variables (axes D1 and D2: 32.90 %)

after Varimax rotation
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Factor pattern coefficients after Varimax rotation:   

  D1 D2 D3 D4 

time efficiency of online service -0.017 -0.038 0.077 0.151 

Purchasing from any where 0.015 -0.026 0.369 0.013 

access to information -0.009 0.031 0.346 -0.008 

Customer Service -0.042 -0.004 0.111 0.097 

Number of services 0.118 0.035 -0.226 0.031 

quality of service 0.640 -0.157 -0.014 -0.092 

cost efficiency 0.268 -0.020 0.137 -0.226 

user friendliness 0.053 0.039 0.024 0.585 

Attraction -0.020 0.067 0.004 0.231 

Sufficient Information -0.027 0.289 -0.041 -0.007 

Offer complete packages -0.068 0.375 0.029 -0.212 

special Resort package -0.112 0.335 0.000 0.046 

Segmented offers 0.036 0.096 0.066 -0.093 
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Observations (axes D1 and D2: 32.90 %)

after Varimax rotation
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V. Impact of “IT” in Tourist Industry 

IT’s developments in the 1990s revolute global economy and enterprises around the 

world regardless of their size. Tourism industry influenced by the business re-engineering 

experienced due to the technological revolution (WTO, 1988). As information is the life-

blood of the travel industry (Sheldon, 1994), effective use of technology is fundamental to 

the tourism sector as we approach the 21st century (Wayne, 1995).  

IT mainly affected tourism industry by enabling efficient co-operation and offering tools 

for a real globalization. Rapid development of tourism suppliers from one side and 

explosion of demand makes from other side introduces ITs as an undeniable partner of the 

tourism industry in marketing, distribution, promotion and co-ordination. 

Without aid of IT, intangible tourism services cannot be shown before purchasing. For 

example printed, audio and visual Information can attract consumer even before they 

decide to visit certain place.  

Travel experts will substitute by thousands of online articles and electronic brushers and it 

can help the passenger to tailor their needs instead of relying on expert’s personal 

experiences. 
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“ITs have a dramatic impact on the travel industry because they force this sector as a 

whole to rethink the way in which it organizes its business, its values or norms of behavior 

and the way in which it educates its workforce” (Vlitos-Rowe,1995).  

“This new potential can be very beneficial for innovative Small and Medium sized 

Tourism Enterprises which hitherto had little means to communicate directly with 

consumers as well as to defend themselves against the horizontal and vertical integration of 

large multinational tourism corporations" (Buhalis, 1995).  

Computer Reservation Systems (CRS) are the fundamental of changed formula in new 

travel marketing and distribution system. CRS is a database which enables a tourism 

organization, to manage its inventory and makes it accessible to its distribution channel 

partners. Pioneers of this technology were Airlines, later on hotel chains and tour operators 

synchronized and replicated their branches by developing centralized reservation systems.  

In the other hand, CRSs satisfy consumer needs. easy access to information, transparent 

comparison on a wide variety of choices of destinations, holiday packages, similar prices, 

immediate confirmation, reduce communication costs and speedy documentation of 

reservations are just samples of use satisfaction by IT’s impact. Moreover, "improved 

access to information covering all aspects of tourist activities provided the framework for 

offering personalized services at prices levels comparable to those of standard packages" 

(WTO,2004). 

The integration of a series of high capacity communications channels in the INTERNET 

and the "Information Superhighway" convergence media, telecommunications, and 

information technology, increasing the interactivity between consumers and suppliers 

(Budley and Bennett, 1994). 

IT is the bridge between suppliers and tourist demands. Multimedia information during IT 

explosion in World Wide Web facilitated an efficient platform for future. 

Thus, the INTERNET empowers the marketing and communication functions of remote, 

peripheral and insular destinations as well as Small and Medium sized Tourism Enterprises 

which become able to communicate directly with their prospective customers and 

differentiate their product according to their needs. It is increasingly evident that the 
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competitiveness and prosperity of both enterprises and destinations in the new millennium 

will depend on the degree of innovation utilized in the utilization of new strategic tools 

provided by the revolutionary information technology. (Changfeng Chen, Arkansas Tech 

University) 

IT and Airlines 

Prior studies have shown that online travel, in general and in particular on airfare 

reservations, is a booming business (O’Connor and Horan, 1999). Specifically, Cassedy 

(2001) claims that, airfares are one of the top three online purchases; the others are 

computer hardware and hotel accommodations.(RobLaw and  Kenith Leunge, Hong Kong 

polytechnic University) 

Online reservation allows airlines to lower their prices by avoiding commission and labor 

cost who are responsible for reservation or working in call center. A study of commercial 

conducted by SITA (2005) shows 63% of North American tickets were sold on line, this 

amount in Europe is 24% and in Asia-Pacific is only 9.7%. Card, Chen, and Cole (2003) 

found that airline tickets are most commonly purchased travel products online. An efficient 

website can meet customers’ needs by having product information, pricing, and online 

reservation, discount airfares and free upgrade for online customer. Law and Leung (2000) 

found 17% of airlines in their study provided destination information while only 23% 

provided online hotel and car reservation. Value-added services are a way to differentiate 

one page from the rest.  

The procedure of purchasing a standard travel ticket is: Information search: Service 

responsible search available information from Reservation and information systems; 

Reservation: the result of available ticket offers to costumer, and Service person will 

reserve the customer’s chosen option from the several reservation systems. 

Confirmation: Customer will receive a printed confirmation about the reservation. 

Changes: Service person will change or cancel the reservation. 

Travel documents and delivery: in case or agreement and  confirmation Service person, 

will price and print the flight ticket and  delivers to the customer via agreed channel like 

post, courier, pick up. And finally Payment: A private customer will usually pay with credit 
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or cash card. Company customers pay by credit card. In some cases it might happen that 

customer wants to cancel the ticket then Cancellation; service person will cancel the 

Services directly in the reservation system. E-ticket changed the traditional flowchart and 

cut some of service person in order to shorter and more efficient value chain. 

Roles are changing in electronic ticketing for many of the players. The traditional value 

chain consists of several stages with different personnel such as airlines, reservation 

systems, and travel agencies. In new platform some of travel agencies moved toward e-

agencies reengineering in processes enables the e-travel agent to obtain performance 

improvements by offering self-service-based electronic services the only thing that agency 

does is delivery the ticket.(Markku Tinnila, Helsinki school of economics, Finland) 

  

 

Figure 24.E-ticket's Value chain 

IT and Hospitality 

Olsen and Moore (1998) note that many hotel managers remain cynical about investment 

in IT and argue that main failing factor is wasting time to see actual results 

Nava Pliskin and Edan Schechtman said “Without advanced IT infrastructures any 

industry’s ability to compete globally could be jeopardized and threatened”. Hilary C.Main 

in the “expansion of technology in small and medium hospitality enterprises with a focus 

on net technology” believes Involving stakeholders in process design will provide the 
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opportunity to match their skills and needs in design by IT suppliers. Just as brief history of 

e-hospitality:  room management application was installed at the New York Hilton in 1963 

(Sayles, 1963) and a property management system was installed at the Waikiki Sheraton in 

1970 . “There’s no denying or avoiding it, automation has become the arbiter of success in 

the industry. “Without it, failure is just a matter of time” (Hensdill, 1998). “See many of 

the new Windows based property management system experiencing growing pains” 

(http://www.aremissoft.com/investors/pressrel.asp?pr=11161). 

Lacks of accuracy, causes drawback of hospitality Information systems because they need 

to extract the data from reports instead of having access to integrated data in consolidate 

databases.  

The global economy, decreased communications cost and increased reliability of 

communications, have led IT vendors and users to consider their enterprises to offer 

Remote application hosting. One of the largest global vendors of hospitality applications, 

Micros-Fidelio, announced a joint venture with one of the largest application service 

provider (ASP) vendors in the US, US Internetworking. (Micros-

pideliosite:www.fidelio.com/press_room/press_releases/usinet.asp). 

Multimedia facilitates managers in keeping the track of customers in billing information 

system, users’ profiles, control and monitoring the costs or forecast budget or prices. 

(Sigala et al, 2001).  

Davenport and Short (1990) categorized the capabilities of ICT into eight features: auto 

mational, informational, sequential, knowledge management, tracking, and 

disintermediation, later Groth (1999) made a description of the major contributions of ICT 

on work. He believes “ICT’s single most significant contribution is the way they allow us 

to process information outside the human mind”. The way computer-based systems 

improve information storage capabilities is considered as the second significant 

contribution of ICT. Communication links/networks offer the third most significant 

contribution of ICT. 
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Significant number of routine tasks will be handled by ICT so it can decrease the level of 

employment. Sometime the number of these routines task is so huge that make employee 

confuse, but with the aid of ICT, the only thing which user need to remember, is how to 

operate the system and this automation lead to greater employee control and specialization. 

Computerized yield management systems and their integration with reservation systems 

have allowed sales staff to negotiate and place reservations without having any knowledge 

on yield management (International Labors Office, 1997). Groth (1999) called this 

“reintegration” or “de specialization.” He believes, easy retrieve and reducing the number 

of processes are consequences of using ICT. Lucas (1986) expanded the impact of 

automation into five areas:” the impact of automation, on the nature of work, the 

individuals, the interpersonal relations, the interdepartmental relations, and the 

organizational structure.” (The Impact of Multimedia on employment, university of 

Strathclyde, Glasgow). 

The impact of online pricing in the airline industry has led online intermediaries such as 

Expedia, Orbitz, and Travelocity to expand beyond airline tickets and to hotel rooms 

(Thompson and Failmezger, 2005). 

This growing online competition underscores the importance of hotels understanding the 

distribution costs and distribution shares associated with each channel (O’Connor and 

Frew, 2002). 

In Western Europe, intermediary sales were 36% of online sales in 2003 (Marcussen, 

2004), but intermediaries change the economics of distribution by selling rooms beyond the 

hotelier’s control, dictating prices, and charging fees that erode hotel profits (Caroll and 

Siguaw, 2003). 

IT and Government 

The key point is that the private sector leads the market. Government’s policy is to 

improve the legal framework. Government can do that by protecting the consumer in tax of 

internet transportation, identification and residence of customer. 
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The other policy is making the government procurement online. It can be done by tax 

reduction, monetary support and knowledge sharing among industries. The case study 

shows in 2001, most of software companies in Korea don’t have their own distribution 

channels; therefore they pay 40% commotion to distributors. Government solved the 

problem by cyber-mall. And finally facilitate transportation in industry for instance lower 

fare online flight can be supported by government and help the tourism to be digitalized. 

The Information Technology can be applied by government in order to develop the 

national vision, strategy plan and policy guidelines for e-tourism. Policy makers are 

responsible to define an appropriate law and service standard which will end to trust and 

tourist confidence. 

Chulwon Kim( Kyunghee university, Korea) says, One of the following effects of using 

IT by government in tourism section is that avoid tourism enterprises competing at 

destination level and in instead, provides a mutual network through partnership with other 

firms. So every stakeholder in the firm such as government and intermediate agencies or 

tourism can get benefit by using Information technology.  

IT and tourism Destination management enterprises  

Tourism destinations and their range of attractions and activities are likely to define the 

core tourism product, as well as the focus of tourists’ motivation and experiences (Buhalis 

and Laws, 2001). 

ICT helps local tourism enterprises, avoid third-party distribution and redirect the value to 

destination countries. DMOs
1
 have a key role in marketing of tourism production. They are 

responsible for calculate the economic impact of tourism for destination by providing 

accurate information on line and facilitate the booking process for those who are not in 

position of providing their own. 

Visibility of Enterprise is the other task for DMOs. There for they should first ensure that 

the information is available and second, provide detailed information to motivate and 

capture tourism attraction. Every channel should be applied whether off or on, because it is 

                                                 
1
 Destination Management organization 
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important to provide information on destinations, it is possible via SMS
1
 or WAP

2
 but 

DMOs must focus on internet. Destination management systems enable all stakeholders to 

interact, in particular tourist, supplier or distributor. These systems are also suitable tool to 

analysis market, customer needs and offering customized services. The way of applying 

these systems are very interesting by their surprising features of personalized travel guide 

and consumer management systems. The success of DMS related to building private and 

public partnership. Public sector will encourage and facilitate the participation in local, 

region or national tourism enterprises within a common DMS. Private sector has the role of 

driving commercial advertisement and handles the participation of tourism enterprises in a 

DMS. The other responsibility of public sector is to monitor and certify the quality of 

content and service, for instance grading the hotels or restaurants. Involvement of 

government in such systems can guarantee the quality and reliability for tourists, 

www.bonjourquebec.com (Canada) indicated, partnerships between a Government and a 

private communications company can be beneficial for all stakeholders in terms of risk and 

cost sharing. Experts believe that the brand can tempt private sector for participation in 

order to introducing unique selling proposition for a distance. 

Open-source solutions can reduce the cost of DMS development but it needs certain level 

of ICT skills, so it is better to invest more resource on marketing, data mining technologies 

and human resource. 

To sum up it would say that DMSs need to operate in real time, in constant interaction 

with its client, based on specific data with permanent updates-tourism systems and 

managers of them need to consider their interaction with other ICT sectors in the business 

like e-government. These systems need to show the return of investment (ROI), as their 

crucial success depends on stakeholders’ self-interest and satisfaction. In order to have 

maximum coverage and maximize the number of stakeholders, DMOs should think about 

potential ICT applications at local level. The other challenge is recognizing potential 

demands and effective deployment of ICT to get them. (Expert meeting in ICT and tourism 

for development, Geneva, 2005) 

                                                 
1
 Short massage Service 

2
 Wireless Application Protocol 
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IT and Marketing management 

“Market estimates can be made by aggregating demand from customers. Market sizes can 

either be estimated from the demand side or from the supply side. From basic 

macroeconomics we know that production (or sales) – export + import = the market; and P 

+ I = M + X. The left-hand side of the equation is supply, the right-hand side is 

demand.”(Carl H. Marcussen, 2002). 

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) for estimation of online travel market suggested 

supplier’s sales data estimation. The procedure starts with global internet travel sale for 

first year. Then find the percentage of sale in target market region. The next step is break 

down of sale into sub markets. For instance if the target market in Europe find the fraction 

of each country with in Europe. Then think about country designation according to factors 

like: home country of internet marketer, chose distribution channel, it can be direct or by 

intermediary. Product designation is next step, find % of sales per product like air tickets, 

hotels, package tours, and cottage camping or transportation services. (H.Marcussen) 

The Internet represents as a potential powerful communication and distribution tool for 

tourism organizations. It becomes a major force in building new relationships between 

customers and organizations (Quelch and Klein, 1996). 

Tourism organizations eliminate the obstacles created by geography, time zones, and 

locations by utilizing the Internet because it enables them to communicate directly with 

customers (Connolly et al, 1995). Internet market also reduces distribution and reservation 

by lowering Agent commissions and savings on reservations staff time and costs. Internet 

travel retailers use e-mail to inform potential customers about, limited-time Offers like last-

minute promotions. The role of multimedia tools for promotion is deniable. Picture below 

shows some advantages of multimedia promotion. “Actions or methods used to actively 

participate with the content of a program which has been designed to respond in a very 

specific way to each decision, choice, or request Made by the user” (Harris, 1993). 
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Figure 1.enhanced features of the electronic multimedia channels relative to the conventional channels 

(Alastair M.Morrison et al) 

 

 

Internet travelers are people who have access to the Internet. When Internet users are 

planning trips, some use the Internet for information (lookers) and some do not use it (Non 

lookers).After making travel decisions, some lookers use the Internet to book travel 

products (bookers) and some go to travel agents or call toll free numbers of travel suppliers 

(offline bookers). 

Most bookers are likely to reserve airline tickets or hotel rooms online for their first 

online travel purchase (ticket or room bookers). Once they are comfortable with online 

booking, they may then book other travel products online (all travel products bookers).  
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IT and Value-Added Services 

Value-added services are defined by Nysveen and Lexhagen (2002) as “services giving 

Access to various forms of information about the tourism products offered on a website”. 

“Value-added services” shows added value to core product demands. It can be related to 

content (e.g., information and decision support), to infrastructure (e.g., access), and to 

context (e.g., multimedia product presentation) (Methlie, 2000). 

Customers will judge his satisfaction based on a comparison of his perception of product 

performance with expectations about a product. When performance is equal or above 

expectation, then customer satisfaction will increase and when performance is below 

expectation, then dissatisfaction will increase. If the level of value-added services by a 

website is below customers’ preferences, the customers will be disconfirmed, and the 

competitive advantage of the seller based on superior customer value will decrease. (Varki 

and Colgate, 2001). 

Nault and Dexter (1995), posed the main impact of information technology on customer 

value is convenience and control. According to Lemon, Rust, and Zeithaml (2001), 

“Convenience relates to actions that help reduce the customer’s time cost, search cost, and 

efforts to do business with the firm”. And Control consists of value-added services which 

reduce the problems of passing on the purchasing process to the customer. This 

convenience and control can be obtained in different ways: 

Service Aggregation, Different suppliers can assemble their services horizontally, in 

order to serve customer with less transaction cost, in the other hand provides the firm the 

ability to exploit economies of scale and scope. Costumer can have more control on his 

decision and purchasing process. 

Service Integration, While aggregation points to access of a variety of Information, 

service integration means providing access to a bunch of information for instance, 

collection of transportation services with hotel lodging, 
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Customer Community, The communities make it possible for customers to exchange 

experiences with other customers. This communication can reduce the risk of purchasing 

by sharing the knowledge between customers. 

Search Engine, A search engine facilitates the easier and more complete automatic 

search for information on a Web site. By entering a phrase into a search engine, customers 

can search for all or any of the words in a phrase (Schneider and Perry, 2001). Search result 

from search engine is more convenient, because it is done from remote location and 

directly by customer, it is faster than manual information search and it has both factors of 

convenience and control. 

Personalization, The Web site is adapted to the unique and individual needs of each user 

(Cingil et al, 2000). Web site offers customers seating and food in an Airplane, according 

to personal preferences. Personalization adds convenience and control to the Buying 

process, by automatic adjustments of customers’ Profiles on the basis of buying behavior. 

Customer doesn’t need to inter personal information each time and secure and private 

profile keeps necessary information in case of purchasing. 

Pricing Methods, At the traditional marketplace, customers usually will have to pay the 

price they are offered by tourism businesses. On the Internet, new methods for pricing are 

implemented. (Mohammed et al, 2002), this price can’t be higher than fixed price, if so 

client immediately will switch to fixed price. Buying collectively can get a lower price than 

individual customers. Also, reversed pricing where customers set their willingness to pay 

and give companies the possibility to buy their offerings is a potential method for pricing 

on the Internet (www.priceline.com). 

Trust, level between website as seller and customer depends on security in general and on 

secure payment in particular, it can be facilitated by technologies such as SSL, SET, and 

PKI. Also, co-branding can be used to build trust online. Trust on supplier reduces the 

perceived risk among customers, thus increasing customer convenience. 

(Mohammed et al, 2002) categorized the value added to online travel industry, to three 

types.  

http://www.priceline.com/
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VI. Techniques to find Kano’s Requirements  

Techniques to collect Basic needs: 

 Industry Standards: shows the standard and contains the history of 

experiences which have done in industry 

 Government regulations 

 Customers Complaints: data is available according of customers’ negative 

feedback from existing service 

 Competitive Analysis: our service must contain all the features which our 

competitors’ have 
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 Tribal Knowledge: use your IQ and developers’ experience to meet the 

needs 

Techniques to collect Performance needs: 

 Interview: looking for qualitative information 

 Voice of Customer(VOC): overall understanding of customers’ expectation 

 Focus group: small group of society for gathering qualitative information 

 Online Survey 

 Questionnaires: to collect both qualitative and quantitative data 

 Web communities: focus on target segment of customer and have discussion 

 Quality Function Deployment(QFD):listen to customer VOC, understand 

and translate it through internal activities 

Techniques to collect Excitement needs: 

 Brain writing: make a group like brain storming but less verbal 

 Knowledge Mining: using internet and computer algorithms for research 

 Customer Modification: learn how customers have solved the problems by 

modifying the purchased production or service. 

 Early Adaptors: use the experts in the beginning to bring insight to next 

generation 

 Lateral Bench market: look at non relevant industries which doesn’t 

compete you in order to inspiration 

 Function modeling: make a road map from “AS IS” toward “TO BE” 

situation. 

 Future Mapping: understanding of the ideal vision then revealing of step by 

step functional changes to current service or production 

 Holistic Cube: not focus just on problem, situation and challenges from 

interrelated point of view, take a look at before and after purchasing issues. 

 Ideal Vision: investigate on what customer needs for tomorrow. 

 Paint storming: focus on pain points of customers. 
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 Scope Expansion: let your production have more features from existence 

one. 

 Separation principals: handle detailed requirements. 

  Trend Analysis: understanding the trends and show how my offer can 

impact and complete these trends. 

 Trimming: it can happen by integrate the modules or complexity reduction, 

cost reduction and  market growth  

(Anckar and  pirkko Walden,Abo Akademi University, Turku,Finland) 

VII. Tourism Mobile Services 

regarding to two main dimensions of mobility, distance traveled and regularity of travel 

(Kakihara and Sorensen, 2001), a person can be categorized into one of four classes of 

mobility, namely non mobile person, occasionally mobile person, locally mobile person, 

and highly mobile person (HMP) who is someone whose normal pattern of activities 

involves regular travel to distant locations. A locally mobile person (LMP) who’s normal 

pattern of activities involves regular travel to same location in predicted city or reign. An 

occasionally mobile person (OMP) has irregular travel to distance locations. And finally 

non mobile person’s (NMP) normal pattern of travel hasn’t regular local or distance. 

The level of mobile service is different among different categories. Mobile data 

technologies allow these services to be provided continuously while traveling. Depending 

on the mobile device being used and the communications infrastructure available, these 

services may be delivered as text, graphics, voice, video, or a combination of these modes. 

Angehrn (1997) in his generic framework, the ICDT, divide these mobile services in four 

categories called them virtual services. 

Information Space 

 Alerts—currency, safety, specials 

  Destination information delivered in real time 

 Accommodation information 

 Transport information 
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 Weather information 

 Semantically encoded descriptions of previous experiences from 

consultants  

Transaction Space 

 Reservations for local accommodation, restaurants, etc. 

 Ticket sales for local theaters, etc. 

 Tickets for local transport 

 On-line banking 

 Currency exchange 

 Taxi reservations 

Distribution Space 

 Maps and guides for the current location delivered on arrival  

 Electronic discount vouchers 

Communication Space 

 Customer feedback to service providers 

 Message service for colleagues, customers, suppliers, relatives & friends 

 Customer relationship management  

An engineering design research approach has been adopted (Blessing et al, 1998) 

comprising the following steps: 

1. Carry out exploratory interviews: 

• determine the services they currently require and their level of importance; 

• rate the value and importance of a range of new virtual services that could be delivered 

through a handheld, location-aware device; 
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• suggest any other virtual services that they believe would be valuable to them. 

2. Select one service from each of Angehrn’s four virtual spaces. 

Table 8: High Value Mobile Services for Free Independent Tourist (FIT) (Long-haul will, 2003) 

Service ICDT 

Space 

Description of Required New Mobile ravel 

Service 

Currency conversion 

 

I,C,T 

 
 Location-aware currency conversion and 

transaction services 

 Alerts regarding expected major 

exchange rate fluctuations 

 

City map 

 

D,C 

 
 Location-aware dynamic city map that 

highlights sites of interest to the FIT 

 Alerts regarding proximity to dangerous 

areas 

Weather, sporting 

information 

 

I,C 

 
 Location-aware weather, snow, surf, etc., 

information 

 Alerts regarding weather, surf, snow, etc. 

 Alerts regarding special deals for relevant 

 Activities 

Travel guide 

 

D 

 
 Location-aware travelogue 

 Location-aware voice, text, & video 

descriptions of items of interest close to 

the FIT 

 Alerts on commencement of shows, 

presentations while visiting 

Language assistance 

 

I 

 
 Language translation 

 Common phrases & pronunciation 

 Text to speech service for common 

phrases 

Contact with similar FITs 

 

C  Chat, email with people going to/from 

planned destinations 

 Alerts when people with similar interests 

are in the vicinity 

Transport timetables/fares 

 

I,C,T 

 
 Airline, bus, train, & ferry timetables &  

fares 

 Alerts regarding temporary changes, 

delays, specials 

 Travel reservations & ticket purchasing 

Event information 

 

I,C,T 

 
 Future planned sporting, cultural, social 

events 

 Alerts regarding new events, changes, 

specials 
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Safety alerts 

 

I,C 

 
 information regarding political 

instability, crime, natural hazards 

 Alerts regarding changes in safety status 

of current location & planned 

destinations 

 

Health information I,C 

 
 information regarding health hazards 

 Alerts regarding changes in health 

hazards at current location & planned 

destinations 

 

 

3. Design a novel architecture to deliver the four services. 

 Key success to have an effective, high added value mobile service is the ability of 

detecting relevant events which independently take appropriate action for the situation. But 

detecting of an event needs previous and following state of tourist. 

States is the set of current values of all properties of all things. 

Events take place when the state of thing changes. it means at least one of the attributes 

changed, for example when tourist change his location from a place to another place.  

Situations; Etzion and Adi (2000) define a situation as “a reactive thing that receives 

events as an input, combines composition filtering with content filtering, and detects 

situations as an output.” 

4. Develop a proof of concept prototype. a sample of designed language is in appendix. 

 

 


